Far-seeing architects have always recognized that well-designed but poorly-built houses soon lose their initial appeal. Values that seemed to exist at the time of purchase depreciate prematurely at the time of sale. Equities of homeowners and lending institutions are affected adversely.

For example, clear vision discloses the long-lasting advantages of Truscon Steel Joists that keep floors firm, warp-free, squeak-proof and fire-resistant. The same keen insight foresees the importance of Truscon Metal Laths that guard plastered walls and ceilings from unsightly cracks and other defects. The discerning eye selects Truscon Steel Casements for their enduring beauty, ease of operation, fire-safety and economy of maintenance.

With an eye to the future, the discerning architect looks beyond design to protect design with Truscon building products of rust and corrosion resisting steel.

Truscon Steel Company
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Truscon's 80-page Catalog in "Sweet's" includes detailed information about the following steel products: Steel Windows and Doors of all types and sizes... Metal Laths of all types including the Original Herringbone Doublemesh... Open Truss Steel Joists... Reinforcing Steel products... Steel Lintels... Duplex Bridging.
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"RIGHT HERE—THIS PIECE OF SOLID SILVER—THAT'S WHAT DOES IT!"

In addition to fine appearance and high-quality construction throughout, G-E air circuit breakers have one feature that means better protection and the added satisfaction that comes from dependable service.

The main contacts are solid silver bars, welded on. Heating is reduced. Heating troubles due to oxidation are prevented. Less cleaning of the contacts is required; fewer replacements are needed. Maintenance is consequently lower than with conventional types of breakers.

The bridging member of the movable contacts is of solid copper—with the solid silver bars welded to it. In the closed position, it is held in place by a powerful, non-current-conducting spring. This construction does away with contact troubles, such as weakening of contact pressure, frequently found in breakers which depend on the spring action of current-carrying laminated bridging members to maintain contact pressure. Pressure on G-E contacts is permanently maintained. Specify G-E and get these advantages. General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
More and More Every Day...

IT'S HOLLAND
FACTORY GUARANTEED
AIR CONDITIONING
For Homes in Every Price Range!

The Only System Installed and Guaranteed by the Manufacturer — With No Divided Responsibility

The constant increase in the number of architects who consistently specify Holland Home Air Conditioning is easily explained. They have learned that Holland performance never fails to strengthen the bond of confidence between themselves and their clients. This is due as much to the way Holland installations are made as to the inherent efficiency of the equipment itself.

Every Holland system is designed from the architect's plans by Holland's own factory-trained engineer and is installed by Holland's own specially trained mechanics. Finally, the Holland Furnace Company directly guarantees complete satisfaction to your clients — no middlemen — no division of responsibility. Little wonder, therefore, that Holland is so rapidly growing in favor with both architects and home owners. Why not learn the facts about Holland advantages? Mail the coupon for complete information.

HOLLAND FURNACE COMPANY
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
World's Largest Installers of Home Heating and Air Conditioning Systems

Free DATA SHEETS

A set of data sheets giving complete details in condensed form on the Holland Air Conditioner is now being prepared by the well-known Don Graf, B.S., M. Arch. Mail the coupon now to reserve your set which will be ready for mailing about June 20.

HOLLAND FURNACE CO., DEPT. P.P.-6, HOLLAND, MICH.
Mail the Air Conditioning Data Sheets and information on the Holland products checked below.

☐ Holland Furnaces ☐ Holland Automatic Coal Burners
☐ Holland Oil Burners ☐ Have Engineer Call

Name ..............................................................
Address ...........................................................
City .............................................................. State ...........................................
**THE OTIS UNDERCOUNTER DUMBWAITER**

for stores, hotels, hospitals, restaurants

- **AN AUTOMATIC Dumbwaiter** powered by a hoisting machine of the same high quality as in an Otis Elevator, and which offers the special advantages of not requiring any space for machinery above the counter level, and also making possible considerable saving in builders' work.

In stores, this Dumbwaiter facilitates the replenishing of stocks. The salesroom can be used to better advantage for displays, since it is unnecessary to keep large surplus stocks on the sales floor.

Brings the storeroom within reach of the clerk's hand. In hotels and restaurants, the Undercounter Dumbwaiter is an efficient, dependable servant for transporting food from kitchen or pantry to the serving floor. The Otis Dumbwaiter is also a practical installation for hospitals, drug stores, and many other places where a two-stop dumbwaiter installation can be of service.

For details concerning this Otis Dumbwaiter, see specifications below or call any Otis office.

---

**SPECIFICATIONS**

CAPACITY AND SPEED: 300 pounds at 50 feet per minute.

RISE AND STOPS: Maximum rise, 17' 6". Maximum number of stops, two.

CONTROL: Automatic push button.

Call and Send: Two buttons at each floor by means of which the car can be called from and sent to each floor.

POWER CHARACTERISTICS: Alternating current, 60, 50 or 25 cycles, two or three phase, all standard voltages. (Single phase available as special equipment.)

MACHINE: Drum type, with 1 1/2-h.p., 1800-R.P.M. Otis motor; worm-gear drive with steel worm and bronze gear; spring actuated, magnetically released brake; ball and roller bearings used throughout.

CONTROLLER: Insulated panel upon which are mounted automatic switches and protective devices to guard the motor against overload, stalling or phase reversal.

CAR: A single rigid unit constructed of No. 14 U.S. gage sheet steel, the steel enclosure being reinforced underneath with a 3" angle iron frame.

**STANDARD CAR SIZES**

a. Large Car: 3' 6" wide x 2' 2" deep x 2' 0" high. Standard car has no shelves. One or more removable shelves furnished, if required, as extra equipment.

b. Small Car: 2' 5" wide x 1' 6" deep x 2' 3" high. This car available without shelves, or with one, two, three or four shelves, depending upon requirements.

c. Special Car Sizes: Available where service requirements do not permit the use of standard size cars. Consult your local Otis office.

GUIDE RAILS: Standard No. 2 steel elevator treads.

HOISTWAY CONSTRUCTION: Steel tower consisting of four upright structural steel angles with angle cross-bracing at the middle and top. This tower completely supports the entire installation, eliminates the necessity of a machine foundation, furnishes a support for the erection of hoistway walls, and is so made that it can be taken down and moved to another location.

HOISTWAY DOORS: Vertical bi-parting fire-proof doors at the lower terminal and one-piece slide-down type fire-proof doors at the top terminal. Electric contacts furnished at each floor to prevent operation of the car when doors are open. Door locks furnished to meet local building code requirements.

IGNALS: Operating fixture accommodates car operating buttons and mouthpiece for a 1/2" speaking tube. A call bell or buzzer also furnished when desired.

---

OTIS ELEVATOR COMPANY
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HOW SMOOTH IS TURQUOISE?

MAKE THE MASKED PENCIL TEST

TWO METAL MASKS AND TURQUOISE PENCIL FREE

By exact laboratory tests, we have verified the precision grading, measured the extra point strength and photographed the superior coverage of Eagle "Chemi-Sealed" TURQUOISE drawing pencils.

The smoothness of TURQUOISE — built in by exclusive methods and sealed in by the "Chemi-Sealed" process—is a quality that only you can appraise. The impression of smoothness in any pencil is subject to personal and local factors such as temperature and humidity, texture of paper and pressure exerted on the point.

Therefore, we invite you to make your own comparison of the smoothness of TURQUOISE against the pencil you are now using. We will supply without cost a TURQUOISE pencil in any grade you specify and two metal masks so that you can impartially determine which pencil gives the smoothest drawing qualities in your own drafting room.

Write to us for complete testing equipment, mentioning this publication and your supplier's name.

EAGLE PENCIL COMPANY, 703 East 13th Street, New York
How often have you wished for an informative piece of literature on Air Conditioning that would help you and your client select the proper heating and air conditioning equipment for the particular job?

In this beautiful new brochure, "TRANE Systems of Heating and Air Conditioning for the Home," the entire range of type and size equipment is reviewed in simple, non-technical language.

We will be glad to mail these brochures without cost to any selected list of prospects you suggest. Simply jot down the names and forward them to us.

WRITE TODAY ON YOUR OWN LETTERHEAD

THE TRANE COMPANY
La Crosse, Wisconsin

branches in all principal cities

In Canada—Mowat & King Sts, W.—Toronto

June 1936
Police headquarters would have been crippled...

EXCEPT FOR EXIDE EMERGENCY LIGHTING

MIDNIGHT finds most citizens in bed... but not the lawless. So when an interruption occurred in the normal electric current supply in a large Southern city, it was fortunate that the police headquarters was equipped with an Exide Emergency Lighting Battery System. Following is the Operating Report on this installation:

"Several weeks ago, a power interruption occurred around midnight, lasting 35 minutes. The Exide System in police headquarters had its first real test. It functioned perfectly, permitting normal direction of police activities."

All municipal buildings, as well as hospitals, theatres, stores, schools and institutions, need the protection against sudden darkness economically provided by Exide Emergency Lighting. That this is generally recognized by architects is shown by the many instances in which Exide equipment has been specified. Such foresight has proved well worth while.

The utility companies take every precaution but obviously cannot control storms, fires, street accidents or short circuits and blown fuses within the affected building. An Exide System assures instant, automatic lighting protection, at a cost as low as $150. Mail the coupon for detailed information.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY CO., Philadelphia
The World's Largest Manufacturers of Storage Batteries for Every Purpose
Exide Batteries of Canada, Limited, Toronto

WHAT IS EXIDE EMERGENCY LIGHTING?

An Exide Keepalite Emergency Lighting Battery System automatically and instantly supplies abundant light to a single room or an entire building, in case the normal electric current supply fails. It is fully automatic and absolutely dependable.

Exide Keepalite
EMERGENCY LIGHTING SYSTEMS
$150

Refer to Sweet's Catalogue, Section 27—Page 11, 1936 Edition

MAIL THIS COUPON

The Electric Storage Battery Co.
18th Street and Allegheny Avenue

Send me, without obligation, Don Oraf's data sheets on Exide Emergency Lighting.

Name...

Name of Firm...

Address...

I am an Architect Engineer Draftsman Student

PENCIL POINTS
The lounge floor (above) is Azure Blue with Gray center circle and stars of Clear White.

The floor of the bar (right) is particularly colorful. The largest area is Azure Blue; the wave effect, Clear White; the border, Burgundy.

It goes without saying that a yacht club should have a nautical atmosphere. How well this has been achieved in the Tri-State Yacht Club at Essington, Pennsylvania, is shown in the accompanying photographs.

The officers of the club have been good enough to say the following about the contribution of Sloane-Blabon Linoleum to the attractiveness of these rooms:

"The smart and colorful appearance of the linoleum floor attracts all-comers and completes two extremely pleasing rooms. We are well satisfied with Sloane-Blabon Linoleum and the manner in which it stands up under hard wear."

* * *

We shall be glad to send you a list of other recent Sloane-Blabon installations together with our new Linoleum Handbook. Write W. & J. Sloane, Selling Agents Division, 295 Fifth Ave., New York.

Sloane-Blabon

LINOLEUM

LUMAR

GIVES NEW APPEAL TO OLD BUILDINGS

The beautiful effects obtainable with LUMAR are particularly suitable for remodeling and modernization projects. Architects are finding this new, luminous marble is ideal for modern facades and shop-fronts like the one illustrated below.

LUMAR transmits a high percentage of both daylight and artificial light, diffusing it better than opal or stained glass, and at the same time showing the rich, hidden veining of fine marble. It is available in a number of combinations and contrasting veining of green, yellow and red, which suggest hundreds of uses in illumination and decoration.

Pictures and descriptions are inadequate to convey the beauty and possibilities of this new material. See samples of LUMAR at one of our branch offices. For detailed technical information, write us direct.

VERMONT MARBLE COMPANY

PROCTOR, VERMONT
Another practical use for KINNEAR Rolling Grilles

Close-Off Corridors
A dependable barricade with window-shade convenience and advantages of air, light and vision. Out of sight when not in use. Attractive design. Built in any size or metal. For old or new buildings. You'll find the Kinnear Rolling Grille just the thing for many uses... and as to quality, a worthy companion to the famous Kinnear Steel Rolling Door. Be sure to have the A. I. A. File on Kinnear Grilles and Doors. Gladly sent with no obligation.

Offices and Agents in All Principal Cities
THE KINNEAR MFG. CO.
1900-20 Fields Avenue
Columbus, Ohio

BOMMER
Standard Type
Lavatory Partition Fittings and Stall Door Hardware

Send for Catalog No. 55B
Bommer
Spring Hinge Co.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

They all have RU-BER-OID BUILT-UP ROOFS

APARTMENT: The Towers, Detroit, Mich., 14,800 sq. ft. Built-up Roofing

OFFICE: Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill., 225,000 sq. ft. Built-up Roofing

SCHOOL: Benj. Franklin, Rochester, N.Y., 140,000 sq. ft. Built-up Roofing

INDUSTRIAL PLANT: W. F. Hall Printing Co., Chicago, Ill., 500,000 sq. ft. Built-up Roofing

T O MEET the varying conditions of climate, roof design, fumes, fire hazard, life of buildings, etc., Ruberoid offers over 30 Built-up Roof Specifications. Included is every popular roof—multiple layers of asbestos, tarred or asphalt felt—for Ruberoid makes them all. Uncompromising quality, coupled with engineering soundness of specifications to meet every condition, has given architects and their clients impressive service records. Investigate. Send for A.I.A. file 12-B-1 or refer to Sweet's.

THE RUBEROID CO.
Executive Offices: 500 Fifth Ave., New York

RUBEROID ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS
BUILT-UP ROOFS
ASBESTOS SHINGLES
ASBESTOS SIDINGS
ASPHALT SHINGLES
MINERAL WOOL
HOUSE INSULATION
ASBESTOS PIPE COVERINGS
WATERPROOF SHEATHINGS
NEW TILE
NEW MARBLE

RU-BER-OID ROOFING AND BUILDING PRODUCTS
AS Carefree AS THE CARS THEY SHELTER

STANLEY-EQUIPPED GARAGE DOORS

For the Swinging Type — Stanley Offers A Wide Selection of Hardware. Illustrated, No. 1780 1/2".

The "Roll-Up" — Complete doors and hardware, amazingly smooth operation, wide selection of door styles.

The "Swing-Up" — Entire door "floats" to overhead position.

For the Folding Type — Weatherproof Hardware in several styles.

They're as modern—as carefree as the 1936 cars they shelter—garage doors equipped with smooth-working, lasting Stanley Hardware.

And every garage you plan can have them! For the large estate, a row of Stanley "Roll-Up" or "Swing-Up" equipped doors—electrically operated, if you like, so that no hand is required to open them. With the Cape Cod cottage, a garage with carefree doors that swing on graceful 32 inch Colonial hinges. Stanley equipment is planned for every purse and every requirement.

Garage or residence, industrial or commercial building—the doors in every structure you plan can be made lastingly carefree with Stanley Hardware. It will bear witness to your good judgment for years to come. Descriptive literature on any type furnished promptly on request.

THE STANLEY WORKS New Britain, Conn.
"It is certainly a cinch to cure SCRATCHITUS"

asserts eminent scientist, DR. SMOOTH*

TIMIDITY, that shrinking sensation. Embarrassment. Pencil-loathing, the fear that folks can't read your writing. Four out of five men have these dread symptoms. Yet how ridiculous, leading writing scientist proclaims. Hark to the internationally famous, yet shy Dr. Smooth.

"Scratchitus (gritty pencils) can be cured by men who are open-minded. Simply change pencils. Get out of the rut. Venus Pencils—in 17 degrees of hardness and softness—give super-service. May I say in all modesty—they're wonderful!"

These are welcome words for worried business men and women, for Scratchitus (gritty pencils) is an unpardonable sin. It demotes men commercially. It disrupts happy homes. It's just too insidious.

People everywhere are giving Venus Pencils a trial, then adopting them. * Famous diagnostician and discoverer of patented colloidal process used in making lead for Venus Pencils. He saves thousands from daily headaches.

We have to tell the general public in this advertising what you already know—Venus Pencils are smooth.

Professional men, like yourself, are more interested in accurate grading, another Venus superiority.

Absolute precision—that is what makes Venus Pencils extraordinary. Every pencil in each of its 17 shades of black is always identical.

Your guarantee of precision grading is supported by a costly system of tests, elaborately supervised. Super-quality has won for Venus Pencils the world's preference among fine pencils.


VENUS PENCILS 10c
17 SHADES OF BLACK

AMERICAN PENCIL CO. HOBOKEN, N. J.
Does Insulation really INSULATE?

Your clients buy insulation as a permanent investment. But we all know that insulation cannot give lasting protection if, as time goes on, it leaves loopholes for the wind to blow through.

There are two reasons why Balsam-Wool is windproof. First, it is sealed in a covering which wind cannot penetrate. Second, it is firmly fastened in place. It cannot settle as do fill types of insulation. It tucks into every crack and crevice, and remains in place regardless of movement of framing members.

Balsam-Wool is also waterproof—condensation within the walls of a structure cannot rob it of its efficiency. In addition, it is verminproof and non-combustible. Available in three thicknesses, it allows you to specify the economical amount of insulation for any structure. Complete facts, for your file, are yours for the asking. Write us for the whole story!

WOOD CONVERSION COMPANY
Room 117, First National Bank Building
St. Paul, Minnesota

BALSAM WOOL
Made By The Makers of NU-WOOD

Products of Weyerhaeuser
The chief difficulty experienced by a client in understanding a line elevation is that the building does not look solid and the setting must be visualized. This can be overcome, of course, by placing tracing paper over working drawings, then running a pencil 'wash' over all wall surfaces, and finally adding foliage. The building at once appears solid, and the panes of glass—being represented by white paper—bear the same relation to wall surfaces as they do on any actual façade which is not in direct sunlight.

The addition of foliage is not always pleasing, however, partly because the draftsman interprets foliage as realistically as he can, but represents architecture in well defined conventional terms. Have you ever experimented with rendering foliage forms by straight lines only? Filling in the outlines with criss-cross lines (not necessarily all at 45°) will produce an effect consistent with the architecture, and one preferable to leaf forms drawn with uncertainty and indecision.

Gerald K. Geerlings.

THE greatest expense of a drawing pencil is not the original cost. Add up the value of your time spent in cutting the wood and pointing the lead, and the initial cost of the pencil is obviously inconsequential. If the lead wears down quickly, if it is uneven in performance, or if it breaks readily, it naturally follows that such a pencil is the wrong tool to use in earning a living. Another factor which makes a seemingly cheap pencil an extravagance is the wearing quality of the lines it produces on working drawings which are on the boards for weeks, and in and out of drawers for months. If you have not yet discovered that Microtomic Van Dyke Pencils make drawings with long life lines, and consequently clear blue prints, you will be delighted to find you can save money by using them. (Only grade B was used for this entire drawing.)

MICROTOMIC VAN DYKE
EBERHARD FABER
ARCHITECT Harry Foster Almon designed this beautiful mortuary. We present it here as an excellent example of exteriors which architects and builders are achieving with stucco made with Atlas White Portland cement. Consider some of the advantages that White Cement Stucco offers:

*Is it a durable finish?* Actually it is a thin but sturdy wall of concrete, with the permanence, weather resistance, and fire resistance of concrete.

*Can it be applied in any texture?* Yes—in whatever texture is best suited to the architectural design—smooth, semi-smooth, tooled, stippled, spatter-dashed, rough torn, and other pleasing textures.

*How about color?* Any color is available when white cement is used. And only white cement produces clean, beautiful colors—whether delicate pastel tints or rich deep tones.

*What about cost?* White Portland Cement Stucco is economical. Its first cost is low, and it is permanent. It endures in any climate.

Today, with new building and modernizing showing steady improvement, you will want complete information on the newest developments in stucco.

Write to—Universal Atlas Cement Company, 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago. (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary.)

A FACTORY PREPARED STUCCO IS PREFERABLE

STUCCO MADE WITH Atlas White PORTLAND CEMENT
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HERE, THERE, THIS & THAT

The 68th Convention of the A.I.A.

The same old cacoethes has impelled Hubert G. Ripley, F.A.I.A., member of the Board of Directors of the A.I.A. to scribble a few notes about the recent Convention. They will be found on pages 299 and 300 of this issue.

We did not meet the three nice hens whose pictures are shown "Here." The camera shows that they were "There" and Mr. Ripley assures us that they had "This and That" for their noonday meal.

Since 1910 we have missed only five Conventions of the Institute. The Old Point Comfort - Williamsburg affair stands out as unique. It seems to us that this Convention was most successful, but, personally, we should have enjoyed a little more conviviality. The exacting programme of exciting and provocative cultural events, not to mention certain obligations that simply had to be observed, was so compelling that one was in a continual flutter and a loss which way to turn.

At the Luncheon and Joint Meeting with The Producers' Council on the opening day of the Convention, we listened to an address by Mr. Carl M. Snyder. He has granted us permission to publish the substance of his remarks on the pre-fabricated house. Turn to page 305 through 312 for reassurance.


Designers Chosen for World Fair

New York World's Fair, 1939, incorporated, have reached conclusions in the matter of the set-up of the Board of Design for the Fair. There will be a central board of seven—four Architects, a Landscape Architect, Engineer, and an Industrial Designer, to plan and supervise the general physical layout of the Exposition.

Designers and draftsmen have begun work, on the 18th floor of the Empire State Building, on a master plan for the 1939 and 1940 World's Fair in the Flushing Meadows, New York City.

The board, clothed with broad powers by the directors of the Fair, consists of the following:

Stephen F. Voorhees, F.A.I.A., Chairman of the Board of Design; member of the firm of Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker, Architects, and President of The American Institute of Architects.

William A. Delano, F.A.I.A., senior partner of the firm of Delano and Aldrich, Architects, and a member of the Board of Consultants of the U. S. Treasury Department.

Robert D. Kolbn, F.A.I.A., former President of The American Institute of Architects and former director of the Flushing Division of the Public Works Administration.


Gilmore D. Clarke, Consulting Landscape Architect for the Department of Parks, New York City, Professor of city and regional planning at Cornell University and former Landscape Architect of the Westchester County, New York, Park Commission.

Jay N. Downer, former chief engineer of the Westchester County, New York Park Commission and a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers.

Walter Dorwin Teague, industrial designer for many diversified clients. He has planned three buildings for the Texas Centennial Exposition at Dallas this summer, has designed products for the Eastman Kodak Company, the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, and the standard service stations and equipment for the Texas Company.

Mr. Grover A. Whalen, President of the World's Fair Corporation, has appointed Paul P. Cret, F.A.I.A., of Philadelphia, and Eliel Saarinen, A.I.A., of Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, as consultants to the Board.

The chief function of the Board of Design will be to prepare and submit, by September 1st, 1936, a general plan of the Fair, including the definition of the main theme, limitations of heights and areas for structure and general architectural characteristics including color and lighting. The board will have authority to recommend names of architects, engineers, landscape architects, sculptors, mural painters, and other designers to be retained or commissioned to participate in the plans for the Fair. The Board will have final authority to approve all preliminary and final designs for the corporation and exhibitors.

Addresses Wanted

A number of designs submitted in the recent PENCIL POINTS-Portland Cement Association Competition have been returned to us due to incorrect addresses. Will the following competitors please communicate with us, giving their new addresses: John C. Van Balen of Chicago; Kenneth Jacobson of Tacoma Park, Maryland; Cole McFarland of Washington, D. C.; Sol King of Detroit, Michigan; Allen Dickey and William Lefler of Washington, D. C.; Julius Lauth of Brooklyn, N. Y.; J. F. O'Brien of New York, N. Y.; Theodore Smith-Miller and May E. Houch of New York, N. Y.; George Fous and Ferdinand R. Romano of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Karl E. Morrison and Don W. Kidder of Erie, Pa.; John Davis Young of San Francisco, California.
New, Laminated, Waterproofed
INSULATING SHEATHING

Two strong Celotex Insulating Boards are now joined inseparably to make a thicker, stiffer sheathing. It gives added bracing strength against building distortion—increased insulating values and is waterproofed in manufacturing to give greater protection against loss of insulation.

It's a more rigid, easier-to-handle sheathing—11/28 to 25/32. Builds stronger as it insulates better.

New, Insulating STIFF-LATH

Invites troweling pressure. No sharp edges or protruding parts around which plaster must be forced. Wide beveled edges on four sides gives stronger bonding—full one-half inch Ship-Lap Joints remain tightly closed. This superior plaster base provides protection against heat, cold, noise and destructive vibration.

See the new Celotex Laminated, Waterproofed Insulating Sheathing and the new Celotex Insulating Stiff-Lath at your Celotex lumber dealer. Or write for sample.

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION
919 N. Michigan Avenue Chicago, Illinois
Try This NEW

"10 POINT PERFECT" DRAWING INK

Almost every man who has ever worked on a drawing board has some pet characteristic he has wanted in a drawing ink. Whether it be uniform color, quick drying, non-cracking, full opacity... or any one of a dozen things... he finds his long sought "perfect" ink in this newest Dietzgen creation. You must try this new DIETZGEN master drawing ink to fully appreciate the advanced features it offers. Available in 10 brilliant true colors and dense black—all waterproof. In addition to standard ¾ oz. pen-filler bottles, DIETZGEN Master Drawing Ink is also packaged in quarter pints (4 oz.), half pints (8 oz.), pints (16 oz.) and full quarts (32 oz.) bottles.

EUGENE DIETZGEN COMPANY
Chicago • New York • New Orleans • Pittsburgh • San Francisco
Milwaukee • Los Angeles • Philadelphia • Washington

THE MASTER DRAWING INK FOR MASTER DRAFTSMEN
A Statement from Collier's

In the May, 1936 issue of Pencil Points, page 255, Mr. Ralph Walker asked "Why Do They Do It?" after he had read an advertisement for Collier's House. His remarks provoked the following letter:

Dear Mr. Whitehead:

Mr. Walker is needlessly alarmed. The buyer of the plans of Collier's house does not "buy the ability of an architect," nor is it at all likely that he thinks he does. When he opens the specifications the first thing he sees is a letter addressed to himself.

Mr. Walker doesn't know about that letter, of course, because he hasn't availed himself of this unusual opportunity to get a full set of plans and specifications for $3. Or perhaps he doesn't want to build a house anyway. It's too bad, because he would have been pleased to read this paragraph in that letter:

"While every effort has been made to have the drawings and specifications as complete as possible, it is advisable to have your local architect help you with the letting of contracts, the checking of manufacturers' shop drawings, any additional drawings that may be required for your contractor, and the supervision of the actual building operations. He will also provide you with a copy of the General Conditions of the Contract for the Construction of Buildings, referred to in the specifications and accepted by the American Institute of Architects."

Mr. Walker, you see, is mistaken in assuming that we underestimate the architect and the service he gives his clients. We hope he is equally mistaken in predicting for us "the resentment of the architectural profession." We undertook this project because we know this country needs more and better housing and we wanted to help stimulate the business of designing and building good houses. The country-wide interest in Collier's house exceeds our brightest expectations.

Sincerely,

CHARLES COLEBAUGH
Managing Editor

A. I. of S. C. Annual Competition

Clarence H. Rosa won first prize for his design of a steel highway bridge having a span of 300 feet, with 30 feet minimum vertical clearance over a river. A. W. Millington won the second prize. A first honorable mention was awarded to Russell E. Madsen and second and third honorable mentions, respectively, to John A. Grove and Frank R. Streba.

For eight years the American Institute of Steel Construction have held a competition, open to students in the schools in the United States. In addition to giving the students Certificates of Award, the first prize carries a cash compensation of $100.00 and the second prize $50.00.


The awards were made from the ten best designs selected in a preliminary competition when eighty-eight designs by students in eighteen schools entered drawings. Mr. Rosa represented the University of Michigan. Mr. Millington and Mr. Madsen took honors for Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Messrs. Grove and Streba registered for Carnegie Institute of Technology.

Francis J. Plym Fellowship Goes to Stoyke

Eugene F. Stoyke, the winner of the twenty-third Competition for the Francis J. Plym Fellowship in Architecture, offered by the Department of Architecture, University of Illinois, was born April 6, 1912, in Lehe, Germany. He received his early education at the "Oberrealschule zu Lehe" until the age of eleven, when his parents came to the United States to settle in Chicago, Illinois, in 1923. At the Waller High School he was enrolled in a four-year architectural course, from which he graduated with High Honors. In 1931 he entered Armour Institute of Technology to study Architecture, transferring in 1932 to the University of Illinois, and receiving the Bachelor's Degree in Architecture from Illinois in June, 1935. He returned the following year to the University of Illinois for graduate work in Architecture, working toward the Master's Degree. In 1936 he became very much interested in the Beaux Arts Institute of Design, where he received several high awards.

During the last two summers he has worked in the office of Mr. Arthur Woltersdorf, F.A.I.A., of Chicago.

The subject of the problem upon which the award was based was "A Stop-over on a Transcontinental Highway." The settlement, located in a valley, was required to include a group of individual cottages, a camp site, a hotel, a recreation hall, a playhouse, a general store, a postal substation, a telephone and telegraph office, a general museum for relics of the community, etc. It is regretted that the necessary reduction in size made it impossible to reproduce Mr. Stoyke's plans legibly herewith.

Mr. Stoyke wishes to express his appreciation to Professor L. H. Provine, Head of the Department of Architecture at the University of Illinois; to Professor A. F. Deam, Professor of Architectural Design at the University of Illinois; and to Mr. Arthur Woltersdorf, for the encouragement and advice which these able men have so freely given to him.

Rome Prize in Architecture for 1936

Richard Ayers, Architect, now residing in New York, was awarded the Daniel H. Burnham Fellowship in Architecture this year.

The final problem was "A Community Mausoleum." The Jury of Award consisted of John Russell Pope, Chairman; Louis Ayres, Benjamin W. Morris, and James Kellum Smith.

Mr. Ayers was born in Jefferson, Georgia, in 1910. He received his B.F.A. in 1932 and M.F.A. in 1934, both from Yale University. He works in the office of Frederick A. Godley, New York, N. Y.

Mr. Ayers acknowledges gratefully his indebtedness to his critics at Yale, Messrs. Otto Faelten and Frederic C. Hirons, and also to Frederick W. Dunn of New Haven.

The ten finalists were chosen from nine entrants. Honorable Mentions were given to John J. Brust and Max O. Urbahn, both from Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

The winning drawings will be reproduced in the next issue of Pencil Points.
Great structures crowding metropolitan space reflect the creative and practical genius of the architect. Expert in the appraisal of materials and their adaptation to his needs, he is a pacemaker to industry. 

First came steel — then COP-R-LOY came to meet his rising standards, first for sheet metal, later for pipe, for boiler tubes, for conduit, for lath and for many other necessities. Today COP-R-LOY Pipe, specified for power, heating, air conditioning, plumbing, sprinkler systems and other purposes, enjoys a leadership among modern materials for equipping the modern building. COP-R-LOY in pipe assures greater than average service and economy—from the day of installation onward. COP-R-LOY Pipe is sold by progressive distributors everywhere. It's Wheeling Steel.
AND NOW A COLLEGE FIELD HOUSE—

*speak for the versatility of Concrete*

Architects with a wide range of buildings from cathedrals to warehouses tell us that concrete has greatly simplified their designing problems.

Consider the case of Swarthmore College field house. The architect was faced with the problem of selecting a material that was economical, that provided the exact surface texture desired, and that had ample strength, density and weather resistance.

Wisely, he designed the building for concrete. Using plywood forms in 4-foot panels, it was easy to obtain the surface texture wanted.

Why not plan on concrete as the combined structural and architectural medium for your next building? Take advantage of its distinctive beauty, its economy, fire-safety and permanence. Let us help by sending information sheets and the new manual, *Forms for Architectural Concrete*.

**PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION**

Dept. A6-25, 33 West Grand Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

JUNE 1936
Ten years ago Raymond McGrath arrived in London, just another student on a traveling fellowship; today at the age of 33 he is one of the most successful of the younger English architects. While McGrath objects strenuously to the word "modern"—"It is an abused word used to mean almost anything by the present race of critics," he says—in his own case it is a peculiarly apt designation. McGrath as an architect—a designer of complete buildings—is beyond question admirably qualified to undertake important commissions of this nature, and his chief interest, self-confessed, is in planning; yet the main portion of the work he has executed up to the present time has not been buildings. He has done fabrics, floor coverings, interiors, industrial design, furniture, and even the interior of an airplane. While this is doubtless to some extent the result of a strong personal leaning, it is also a very clear indication of the broad field that lies open before the young architect today. If the architect could get away from the specialization that has characterized the profession in recent years, if he could once more set out confidently as the universal designer, if he could correlate all of his experience in handling form with his training in the matter of logically combining and
expressing complicated functions, he would fill an extremely important place that no one at the present time is better qualified to occupy.

A trend certainly exists. It is not new: it might be said to have begun when William Morris found that there was no available furniture good enough to put into the house Philip Webb built for him and designed his own, thereby starting something that is only now coming to a head. This does not only apply to the designing of slick gadgets for the carriage trade. Take the small house, now the subject of so much discussion. The majority of men now engaged in the design of small houses are architects who have been forced into it because there is no larger work to do. While a certain rise in the standard of taste and planning is perceptible as a result of this professional participation in a formerly neglected field, the small house is still in a lamentable condition. And as long as architects continue to approach the small house as an exercise in aesthetic expression rather than an economic problem it will remain that way—at least as far as the results of their efforts are concerned.
Furniture by Raymond McGrath in Broadcasting House, Manchester. All pieces are of cellulosed Mahogany and tubular steel. The clean lines and simple surfaces produce a feeling of order.

Even such distinguished professionals as Neutra and Wurster in California who are doing so much—in quite dissimilar ways—to arrive at an indigenous domestic architecture, are only scratching the surface of a problem whose roots wind through the entire economic and industrial structure of the country. The small house costs too much for the man who needs it most, and until men see this problem as basic rather than aesthetic—and the industrialists are quite as shortsighted in their approach as the architects—there will be no solution; or industry in cooperation with architects who know what they are up against will find a solution, and then there won't be any more small house architects. For such a task and others like it, men with a training like that of McGrath will be best fitted. It is not accident that he has been interesting himself in prefabrication of late.

McGrath is an Australian by birth, and his first architectural recollections are of the Macquarie buildings designed by Francis Greenway, an English architect who was sent down for fourteen years in 1814 because he was unable to pay his debts. Greenway's buildings
were fine and simple, with much of the quality of the great work of the preceding century. So the first influence on McGrath was a good one. His interests, however, were literary, not architectural, and he won the University Medal for English Verse three years in succession. He later turned to etching, wood-engraving, and book printing, but it was a study of an imaginary colonial settlement whose architecture he described and drew that prompted the then professor of English to suggest that he transfer to the department of architecture. After this change, he realized that he had finally found himself and the literary career was abandoned. The work done in this preparatory period, however, was not wasted and later stood him in good stead. In the meantime he concentrated on architecture, finally winning a traveling Fellowship which fortunately had no restrictions, and in 1926 he arrived in London.

London did not seem very promising architecturally, nor did Oxford, and upon examining the Beaux-Arts he "was dismayed by the prospects." It is hard to realize that so short a time ago there was no modern work of any significance being done in England. The Period architects were in complete control of the situation and the prospects for a young man with new ideas was discouraging in the extreme. On the verge of abandoning architecture as a profession, he met Mansfield Forbes, a remarkable personality, then Fellow of Clare College. Forbes had an extraordinary range of interests and a great gift for attracting people to him, and his rare intuition enabled him to put those who came to him on the right track. As a result of the meeting McGrath went to Clare College to research on "Modern Entertainment Architecture" for three years. During this time he saw little of the faculty of architecture and a great deal of Forbes. Out of this stimulating friendship came his first commission, "Finella," a complete remodeling of Forbes' Victorian villa, and one of the first examples of modern interior design in England.

The house was about 80 years old and in poor condition. Under McGrath's hands it underwent a complete transformation. Much glass, gold leaf, and many modern machine-
made materials were introduced. The house is frankly experimental in design as well as materials. The aluminum foil, pink plaster, indirect lighting, cut-glass fountain, and so on, were not intended to be the ultimate expressions of any fixed ideas, but rather a searching for an atmosphere more in harmony with present-day living. Upon completion it became the natural meeting place for Forbes' large circle of friends and in it the younger group of designers found their first encouragement. The house made something of a sensation; nothing in England had been seen that was even remotely like it. It is hard to realize in the light of today's developments in England that "Finella," which played an important part in starting off the new movement, is barely eight years old.

The "Finella" experiment had important repercussions. For one thing, it brought McGrath into contact with all of the younger men who were just starting out on similar careers, such as Welles Coates, Chermayeff, Connell, and others. These formed the Twentieth Century Group, sponsored by Mansfield Forbes, and the first meeting took place in 1930. The object was to encourage good contemporary design, and the immediate aim was to organize an exhibition of modern art in London, something which was badly needed. The group never brought it off, but when the first exhibition was opened in 1933 many of the original members of the group were already actively at work.

Thousands of people flocked to Cambridge to see "Finella" and it was inevitable, particularly since there were so few men doing modern design, that the resulting publicity should bring more work. It did. Almost immediately afterwards McGrath was appointed Decoration Consultant to the British Broadcasting Corporation, and began work on its new studios in London. Two members of the Twentieth Century Group, Serge Chermayeff and Welles Coates, were chosen to collaborate with him. The three produced twenty-two studios for the company. All were animated by the same desires and ideals and, with the
unifying and energizing influence of Forbes in the background, the success of the collaboration was inevitable. McGrath had, and still has, an overwhelming desire to make known the great possibilities of modern design. This ambition has always come before his personal aspirations. He was therefore delighted by the chance to bring in other men who shared his convictions and remarked with obvious pleasure that "The team spirit that produced these studios was something new in post-war English architectural design." And what pleased him most of all about the broadcasting studios was that with so many people seeing them constantly there was bound to be a strong influence and a very salutary effect.
tion, created a beautiful interior. In other words, by such a procedure the functional becomes the decorative as well and there is no confusion as to the essential character of the room. In this work they set a precedent that has been widely followed, as in the new studios for the Columbia Broadcasting Company, and they demonstrated unmistakably that the new materials, originally conceived of as exclusively utilitarian, had definite decorative possibilities if used frankly and with an understanding of their properties. This pioneering work had a great influence on contemporary design in England; it lessened the influence of the Period architects and encouraged the young men. So strong has the movement become that today a majority of the work appearing in the British architectural publications is definitely modern in character.

McGrath is a mild, very agreeable person whose impatience with the slowness of the change in architecture frequently carries him away. "Why," he asks, "must our buildings always remain twenty years behind what we are capable of doing?" He knows the answer, of course, but, being keenly alive to all new developments and possessing a strongly inquisitive and forward-looking mind, he forgets that most people are not even aware of this cultural and technical lag, to say nothing
of doing anything about it. His distaste for Period architecture is monumental. His list of the states of mind which distinguish the enthusiast for Period architecture omits nothing: "Stagnating conservatism, lack of creative imagination, sentimentality, respectability, snobbery, laziness." The tendency "to play safe under all circumstances" infuriates him. There is no direction to go but forward. It is not surprising, therefore, that he has done much besides design in his attempts to change the existing situation.

"Propaganda of the right sort," he has frequently remarked, "is necessary for the dissemination of fresh ideas." So, in addition to serving on many committees for the Royal Institute of British Architects, the Board of Trade's Council for Art and Industry, and others, he has frequently made use of his not inconsiderable literary gifts. *Twentieth Century Houses*, one of the best books that has yet appeared on the subject of the small house, is frankly propaganda, of a very reasoned sort, enlivened by a dry wit and a quiet but devastating irony. Another book, now in preparation, *Glass in Architecture and Decoration*, is of a more obviously technical nature, but it also has as its purpose the spreading of information on one of the most adaptable of materials in the hope that others will be encouraged to carry on further experiments.

In his own work there is certainly no indi-
cation of any attempts to play safe. He now has under construction a house of reinforced concrete, circular in form, with a pie-shaped wedge taken out of the upper floor to allow the placing of a sun deck. The advantages of such a form are not apparent, but the attempt shows a searching curiosity and the courage to find out. An even more curious project was a house he never built, "Rudderbar," designed for a woman whose main interest was aviation, and equipped with a hangar as well as a garage. It was to be a steel frame construction with a special mosaic facing, all organized for quick construction. The idea was that the aviatrix was to take off on an attempt to break the world's endurance record for solo flight, and that the house was to be then put together with the greatest possible speed so that when she finally came down she would find it finished and ready for her. The idea sounds fantastic but there is more than a grain of sense in it. It is a pity that the job never went ahead. It would have been interesting to see what happened.

McGrath's practice has been spreading steadily in the intervening years, and, in addition to private houses, he has designed radio cabinets, motor oil equipment, oven glassware, and fabrics. He likes the variety of such commissions, and considers it "fortunate that the architect's range allows him to encompass the most minute requirements of industry." In other words, McGrath, by his initiative, has taken the position which is occupied in America by the industrial designer. This is an opportunity that has been passed up here, to the great detriment of the architectural profession, because one of the best ways to find out what present-day technical knowledge can do for the small house is to work with manufacturers and learn how and under what conditions they operate. That the architect could take care of such work is demonstrated not only by the career of Raymond McGrath, but
A MOBILE PHONOGRAPH UNIT, DESIGNED FOR THE BRITISH BROADCASTING COMPANY. A GOOD EXAMPLE OF THE SIMPLIFICATION OF FORM POSSIBLE IN EQUIPMENT OF THIS TYPE WHICH IS QUITE ARCHITECTURAL by the fact that the key men working for industrial designers today are architects.

The finish and completeness of such interiors as Fischer's Restaurant is due in large part to the broad designing experience McGrath has had. When he wants a floor or wall covering to serve a special purpose, he designs it; there is never the handicap imposed upon architects who feel that their designing ends with the building. More and more men are realizing the advantages of this control of the entire design by one individual, and it is significant that the best metal furniture, wood furniture, and similar accessories have been designed by architects who had no fear of straying from a narrow path.

With this lesson to be gained from his work, McGrath assumes an importance all out of proportion to the actual value or extent of the work itself. This is not to belittle what he has designed—quite the contrary. "Finella" today may look less fresh in spots than it did eight years ago, and better solutions of many of the problems have since been found, but McGrath's development has more than kept pace with the times so that his latest work has a simplicity and ordered quality that is impressive. He is unquestionably entitled to be considered one of the leaders of his profession in England, in spite of his comparative youth, not only because of what he has done himself, but because he inspired so many others and started so many things that have materially contributed to contemporary English architecture. His career has only started, and there is still plenty of pioneering to be done, plenty of "propaganda" as well. And not only in England. Our own young architects might look far before finding another man whose work sets so valuable an example.

A SILVER CABINET AND BAR, DESIGNED FOR A HOUSE IN HAMPSTEAD. IT IS MADE OF WHITE SYCAMORE WITH A TOP OF RED PADANK AND A FLESH-TINTED MIRROR. THE METAL PARTS ARE OF SATIN-FINISHED COPPER.
"HILARITAS SAP-IENTIAE PROLES"

BY HUBERT G. RIPLEY

Part I. Where do we go from Here?

It was the cocktail hour which begins at nightfall and runs on more or less indefinitely, and a group of Dr. Fellows' admirers (the Doctor makes an excellent mixture and his Hotel Suite is a popular rendezvous) were assembled from various quarters of the country discussing the present state of the Fine Arts. These stimulating little symposia usually last as long as the gin holds out, and the Doctor and his friends find that excellent beverage most helpful in settling knotty points. One of the company noted for his illuminating drolleries remarked: "The last time I attended an Institute Convention was some eight years ago. As I was leaving the Hall toward the close of the session in order to make an early train, the Delegates were discussing Competitions and Bob Kohn was speaking. This morning, entering Phi Beta Kappa Hall in Williamsburg, I was late in arriving, the Delegates were again discussing Competitions, and Bob was still speaking."

It seems a propitious time to suggest some helpful constructive action, and with this purpose in view, and as a means of arriving at an amicable agreement on this controversial question of Competitions, the following suggestion is respectfully submitted to the Committee on Arrangements for the 69th Convention. The program being determined in advance, the hour may be set when this subject comes up for discussion. The chair will then rap his rostrum sharply and announce: "Is Mr. Kohn in the Hall? Good! We will now take up the subject of Architectural Competitions."

These noble men will pass quickly from seat to seat, taking the orders and filling them, combining dexterity with generosity. In a relatively short time the chair will again strike the rostrum sharply and ask, "Is everyone served? Good! Let the discussion proceed."

The debate is now continued from the point where it ended a year ago, but in an entirely different atmosphere. Everyone is smiling and the utmost good humor will prevail. There may be a little stir now and again but it will be in a spirit of comradeship and good clean fun. We are apt to attack our problems with unwonted seriousness at times; "we open our mouths and close our minds" so to speak. If there were something refreshing and stimulating close at hand which we could put into these open mouths, such as Dr. Fellows provides for his guests at his symposia, how much pleasanter a Convention session might be.

One might listen with dignity and tolerance to leftists and rightists and even to extremists on all phases of the question while sipping a Tom Collins or a Silver Fizz. Even the most zealous and emotional advocate might well hesitate to embark on an impassioned catechism or a lengthy peroration to the accompaniment of tinkling ice cubes and gentle gurgles. Our mental and physical tissues would be relaxed and our absorptive capacity increased in consequences. We might even reach a healthy conclusion in the matter—for, as the good book says, "In vino veritas."

Part II. The Hens of Westover

Many of those who attended the 68th Convention at Williamsburg remained for the tour to three notable plantations, which had been arranged for Saturday, May 9th. A large bus and many private cars—in all, perhaps a hundred or more—made the trip from the Chamberlin in Old Point Comfort to Carter's Grove, Westover, and Shirley. These are three of the Great Manor Houses in Vir-
Virginia's historic peninsula and, according to Dr. Fellows, the Antiquary, each possesses a degree of architectural and archaeological interest—aside from their historic associations—that fully compensate for the somewhat arduous day's journey. We followed the Doctor's advice which was to concentrate on gin and Carter's Grove. "Shirley is lovely," said the Doctor (who had to leave early in order to catch the Ferry to Cape Charles in time for the Board Meeting of the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities). "Westover is stately and has some fine paneling, but the Czechoslovakian furnishings to my mind contribute a note of incongruity that is not observed in either of the other two." The distinguished antiquary is a most meticulous purist in these matters.

Carter's Grove has recently been completely and most satisfyingly restored with loving care and a fine sense of the amenities by W. Duncan Lee, of Richmond. (In Virginia, Lees are architects at present just as in Maine they are mostly Stevenses.) Having in mind the present restorations it is interesting to compare a photograph of the Hall taken a half century ago (published in Colonial Architecture in Maryland and Virginia, by James M. Corner and E. E. Soderholtz, Boston, 1891). The splendid paneling, pilasters, entablature, and archway were at that time painted over in varied colors; only the sweeping staircase and dado were left in the natural wood. The only furniture showing in the old photograph is one end of a "square" piano and an airtight stove with isinglass in the doors, a cast iron pineapple on top, and a zinc mat beneath. A chandelier composed of a cluster of kerosene lamps, squat ground glass globes etched with bunches of grapes, hung from the ceiling. Another photograph, about half full size, shows the beautifully designed end of the stair treads, a splendid bit of woodcarving in the Grinling Gibbons manner. The aspect of the Manor House, both inside and out, at the present time is so fine and lovely as to leave you at a loss for words. Situated on rising ground just above an immense Ha-Ha, surrounded with enormous tulip trees and an extended prospect over billowing lawns, aesthetic emotion holds one in thrall while strolling about this hospitable demesne. The ladies of the house welcomed us most cordially and did not seem to mind our poking around.

According to Messrs. Corner and Soderholtz, Shirley was built shortly after the beginning of the eighteenth century, while Carter's Grove and Westover are dated 1737. This would appear to be so, as Shirley, while a free expression of the Classic form, adheres pretty closely to Vignola. Carter's Grove and Westover partake of the Later Renaissance, such as one finds in Belcher and McCartney's monograph. The outbuildings, very good in design, are placed at the four corners of a large service court, centered on the main axis.

Shirley is some 40 miles further up the James and is inhabited by two gracious and charming old ladies who have lived there for eighty years, one of them told me. They made you feel that you were honoring them in visiting their abode. A word of welcome to all, a personally conducted tour to some favored spot, and the expressed wish for a return visit left us with a most delightful sense of the essence of Southern hospitality.

As the Architectural Procession neared Westover, a rumor spread that its proprietor, then in residence, was giving a luncheon party to some friends and did not wish to be disturbed by strangers. This was fair enough if he'd only let us know earlier so we might have visited Claremont or some other nearby estate. The Committee on Arrangements went into a huddle with the head gardener and, after a waiting spell, during which many of the pilgrims ate a somewhat protracted lunch outside the gates, word came that we might visit the gardens if we promised not to peek through the Dining Room windows. While the planting and grounds are splendid and the vast expanse of the river most impressive, it was a keen disappointment to many to be forbidden the house. Perhaps the real reason was that the proprietor was hesitant to disclose, to the gaze of a group of aesthetic savants, the whimsicalities of the Czechoslovakian furniture. Anyhow the grass plot outside the gates was cool and shady. Three very friendly hens took lunch with us and there was plenty of ice water, bananas and pickles to share with them. Many architects went in and viewed the gardens, while a few snooty ones remained outside during the hour or so we were there. It was a pleasant spot overlooking the broad river, a restful interlude, and the company was most agreeable. So much for Westover; we sensed it rather than saw it.
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HOUSING AND PREFABRICATION*

SOME REASONS WHY THE FACTORY WILL NOT SOON SUPPLANT THE ARCHITECT

Importance of Better Housing

PROBABLY no one subject on the horizon of American industry is so packed with opportunities—so vital and stimulating—as that of "Better Housing." The Architectural and Building publications are crammed with evidence of growing recognition and concern, on the part of the building industry, as to the course which this gigantic problem will follow. By "Better Housing" I refer to the very definite trend to develop small-house projects, individually or in groups, encompassing at the same time the two conflicting elements of lower costs and better living standards in terms of comfort, health, and convenience.

The greatest single economic force the world has ever known is represented by the two hundred and forty-eight billions of dollars of assessed real estate values in the United States. It is a terrific sum. When we contemplate it, we must realize that if we owed the rest of the world as many billions as the rest of the world owes us, we would still be the richest of nations. Yet, rich as we are, more than 80% of our people are living in obsolete houses! In fact, we could easily defend the proposition that 99% are living in obsolete houses. There are millions and millions of them—kind, patriotic Americans who are forced, by an American failure, to exist in shelters of which the country should be ashamed.

Home-building a Non-progressive Industry

That this fantastic operation, involving billions in investment, must somehow be revolutionized, has been apparent for the last twenty-five years. The fact that in the past few years it has begun to receive attention on the part of many alert individuals in the building professions is one of the gratifying results of the depression. Architects, craftsmen, manufacturers have all apparently taken this breathing spell to study some of the things left undone in the rush of the boom market; and in a very casual personal study, over nineteen various programs have been analyzed, all of them dedicated to the evolution of a small home, erected in forty-eight hours of labor instead of the customary three to six months, containing mechanical equipment for comfort and convenience beyond the dream of the average citizen, financed under terms and by methods undreamed of five years ago—all at a theoretical cost approximating 50% of existing experiences in home costs.

Dozens of our largest companies interested in the manufacture of building equipment have been making more or less exhaustive studies of this trend. Inasmuch as it is a healthy trend, having to do with the stability of the American home and the happiness of our people, it all constitutes a study, at least, of tremendous interest to the Banker, the Federal Government, and to every individual and institution interested in some form of mild inflation in one of our greatest industries.

Social and Welfare Significance

In the many current discussions of housing, however, one must maintain a sympathetic sense of humor if the reaction is not to be a sense of chaos and despair. It is very easy to criticize the building business as an industry, but quite another to announce some simple solution. Personally, I protest the attempt to solve, by a simple device, a problem that is inherently complex. If there was a simple solution of the housing problem, it would not be a problem. Any forward move must be by trial and error. We must have sufficient humility to regard our efforts as experiments and our conclusions as tentative. Salvation in this business will not be won by grasping at many
of the glittering cure-alls carelessly offered, for in their shadow grins the great god Bunkum. Wild-eyed dreamers, impractical theorists, and visionaries are all suggesting some magic key to the mystery of housing. Out of the resulting confusion stands clearly, however, one common meeting ground—the universal admission of the tremendous social and economic advantages inherent in better living conditions for our still growing population.

I quote the following extract from a recent pronouncement of Owen D. Young:

"Sympathizing as I do with the objective of social security, I am still bound to say that while governments may menace the security of the individual by what they do or fail to do, it is difficult, if not impossible, for governments to guarantee security in any substantial measure to the individual. In the last analysis that effort must be made by every citizen for himself if he be mentally competent and physically able. I know of no better place to start in providing security than with a home which belongs to you. It is just impossible for any movement, however radical, to take away homes, because they are more than property. Men's attachment to them is stronger than their cohesion to any cause . . . so I believe the most important challenge today to the security of the inventory, to the technology of the fabricator, to the wisdom of the financier, is to bring within the means of the average man a more comfortable and efficient home. We have spent ourselves, both brains and money, in the creation of great machines. Now let us turn that energy and experience to building the most important mechanism of human life, a modern American home."

In this statement we read a clean-cut, concise, direct challenge to the future of our commonwealth and the preservation of American ideals.

It is impossible today to segregate so-called "classes," in a democratic institution, from the standpoint of the normal, common desires of all people for recreation, freedom from household drudgery, health, and relaxation. The American workingman and his family or the underpaid white-collar office worker represent no distinct gap from the family of better income, as far as their knowledge of what constitutes "better living" is concerned. The propaganda in newspapers, general publications, moving pictures, etc., has brought these two ends together and the workingman's wife is as interested in, and as susceptible to, all agencies for easing the tension of humdrum existence as her more fortunate neighbor.

These desires for better living are not diminishing. They are increasing every year and will mirror their most important reflection in homes and real estate values. The only assurance that a building operation can provide for its successful financial liquidation lies in the provision, not only of walls, roof and bare essential equipment, but in anticipating, as far as can be visualized at least, adequate equipment within the shelter to guarantee permanency of occupancy and love of home.

**Essential Elements**

If the foregoing premise is true, it must, of course, be conceded that all classes of income cannot share alike in every blessing provided by mechanical skill and ingenuity. A $10,000 house cannot be obtained within the budget provided for a $3,500 house.

It is essential, first, to provide housing groups having sufficient exposure to fresh air, sunlight and normal facilities for recreation in the open. Better arrangement of rooms for improved space utilization, coordination of indoor and outdoor living and economy in plan are the problems of the architect and community planner.

To provide recreational facilities, and at the same time not to provide proper equipment in the home, permitting the tenant or owner and his family to enjoy these facilities, is hardly evidence of sound banking judgment. The homemaker herself—if she is to fulfill her real responsibility as a better wife, mother, and citizen—must be relieved of that part of her existence which is translated in forms of humdrum drudgery and time-consuming slavery.

The many conveniences available for comfort, entertainment, health, and relaxation all exert major appeals of varying significance to each individual prospect and must all be given due consideration by the architect and builder in determining specifications within the price limitations of each operation.

* * * * *

This continues to be the challenge to the architect. Is there anything available in the way of a home that is a new and exciting package, exciting enough to make great masses of our people dissatisfied with their existing abodes—dissatisfied sufficiently to buy homes in large enough quantities to bring about the substantially lower costs necessary? On the one hand we hear that low-cost, stripped houses are the answer; again we are
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told that the new package must be a miracle house, far beyond anything we have yet conceived of in equipment, convenience, and new contributions to a relaxed living; and again the efficiency school has come forward with its answer—Prefabrication. I have been asked to stress this latter phase with you today. But I wish especially to emphasize that the excitement over prefabricated houses, interesting as the study becomes, is but a very small part of the entire subject of housing.

**Prefabrication**

The problem of factory fabrication or semi-fabrication, financing and distribution of homes has resulted in wide and fairly intelligent study during the past ten years. Much of the early speculative type of enthusiasm has now boiled down to more serious, sober consideration of the stumbling blocks and negatives to be overcome before any sound procedure encompassing a reasonable profit factor can be designed. Many of the comments made here are quotations and represent largely the opinions of students of the problem, gleaned from current operations appearing in the architectural and building press, and we have here only to clarify the strategy or attack necessary to overcome the pitfalls obviously present in prefabrication. If my remarks reflect a note of skepticism in connection with the first lukewarm, half-hearted, poorly-planned efforts, let me offer as my defense the proposal that we cannot lick a problem without acknowledging its difficulties.

Let me touch on the background which forms the thesis for the study, quoting largely from one writer's summary. First, the cult of utility.

**The Cult of Utility**

"We hear a great deal about the cult of utility, largely a product of post-war Germany. While no other nation faced its housing problem more courageously than the Germans, it was fatal that they should make a virtue of necessity. Staggering under a tremendous burden of debt, bitterly struggling with physical factors, they were forced to make utility a cult. What was useful became ipso facto beautiful; proportion and design were mere abstractions; ornament was taboo. In their insistence on rationality, they forgot that, although human nature is partly rational, the emotional factors in our make-up are far more potent than is our reasoning. Our natures still demand expression in beauty. Repetition and standardization have not become entirely acceptable. What the Germans and their followers had to do was rationalized to appear what they wanted." And so the cult of utility alone has not solved their housing problem, and it requires an even greater stretch of the imagination to believe it can solve ours.

**The Machine Age**

The machine age is another favorite theme for loose reasoning. The usual argument runs about as follows: This is a machine age; machines produce more quickly, more accurately and cheaper than handcraft production; rather than resist it, let us embrace it; behold what mass production has done for the automobile, a marvelous product at a low price. Building construction processes are antiquated and wasteful; let us turn to mass production of prefabricated houses and the consequent reduced cost will bring good housing within the reach of all!

In this neat little train of thought there are just three things forgotten. In the first place, only part of the final cost of a home is labor and materials. If labor and material costs of a house that now sells for $16,000 can be reduced 75 per cent, the house would still have to sell for $10,000 unless at the same time we can cut down the cost of those other elements that are usually so blithely ignored, viz., land cost, cost of improvements and utilities, sales and financing costs and profits.

It is easy to assume that houses can be produced en masse, just as automobiles are made, but the analogy is not valid because of one cardinal factor: depreciation. If I buy a car, I expect it to have a life of three or four years at most. I tell myself at the end of that time I will be able to afford a new car, or, if not, I may have to do without one.

But a home is quite different; it is a cardinal necessity, and when I buy one I expect it to have a life of at least twenty years. Let us examine approximately what this means. There are 120,000,000 people in the nation, or (at an average of four per family) 30,000,000 families. If the depreciation period of a house is thirty years, then 1,000,000 homes should be replaced annually. But people who would scorn a 1924 car are still content to use an 1884 home, and we must assume that at least 60 per cent of our million will be used long after they should have been scrapped, if not by the original owner, then by others less fortunate. This brings us down to 400,000 new dwellings. Of these, how many will be in multi-family buildings, how many will be special types to meet individual needs, how many plank shacks in the backwoods and adobe in the desert? If these constitute only 30 per
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cent of new dwellings, there remain a possible 280,000 susceptible to standardized production. Divide by 300 working days and we have a production of 933 houses a day for the entire country. Consider the thousands of cars that a single modern plant can turn out in a day and ask yourself whether a production of 933 houses a day, distributed among six or ten manufacturers, warrants the building of the colossal organizations and making the expensive machinery that mass production entails. And the statistician of the foregoing theme rightly adds—Hooey!

**Own Your Own Home**

One of the more elementary forms of Housing Hooey is the "Own Your Own Home" movement which has received support and encouragement in high governmental circles. We may assume that a vast number, probably a good majority, of Americans would prefer to have a home of their own. The President has pointed out that "My Little Gray Home in the West" lies closer to the hearts of the people than any song that might be written about an apartment. But we know that under present conditions it is economically possible to build individual homes for only a very small part of our population. I shall not digress into a presentation of facts and figures that substantiate this statement; suffice that it is not in the cards. However, it might be of interest to note one or two of the factors that help to keep this illusion alive.

Another element is land speculation. If the business of subdividing were dependent on sale of tracts for large scale development, it would soon disappear. Its very life is sale to individuals. Some subdivisions are well conceived, honestly sold, and give due consideration to the future protection of the purchaser—but all too many go to bits on the rock of speculation. Something for nothing is their lure. The subdivider is interested only in the price increment between acreage and plottage, the realtor in commissions on the sale and resale of poker chips called lots, and the purchaser in the resale profit which the other two have led him to anticipate.

**Other Fallacies**

We could go on condemning other factors widely discussed in present-day housing. We could discuss so-called modern design with its apparently increasing acceptance on the part of the public; the cult of new materials, which tries to argue that old materials should be scrapped for the new, regardless of the physical properties involved. To quote:

"It's just around the corner—the low-priced, factory-made home. It won't be long now before houses will be punched, pounded and pressed out at factories precisely as Henry Ford ground out the Model T—millions of 'em. They'll sell for $1,500 to $5,000. Housing will be revolutionized. Every home now standing will be obsolete. A million of these factory-made homes will be sold so fast that the depression will bear a hasty retreat."

It's a beautiful dream. So beautiful that it's a downright shame to awaken the dreamers. For too long, press agents have been permitted to allow their vivid imaginations to run wild on the subject. For too long, manufacturers in scores of fields that would be directly or indirectly benefited or harmed by such a development have been unnecessarily perturbed. And for too long, advertising agencies whose clients are in these fields have been kept on the anxious shelf, wondering about and waiting for a development that need not affect, for the immediate present, our efforts toward building recovery.

Time prohibits any attempt to even summarize a complete roster of efforts made to date to work out a factory-made house that could be sold to that vast part of the population whose income is under $2,000 a year. Most of this group are thoroughly familiar with them. Suffice it to say that there is very little in the record to indicate any hope that the low-priced, factory-made home is just around the corner, unless one is, indeed, an optimist.

There will be more factory-made houses built for sale to large corporations to resell to employees on liberal terms. There will be schemes developed to lease standardized houses on a sizable scale. Definite plans of this sort are being worked on. But these plans do not envisage selling a million low-cost, factory-made homes to the general public in the next five years.

We now come to the second question: What are the obstacles the low-priced, factory-made house must surmount in order to become a reality?

Before plunging into an answer to that question, let me say that nothing said in this summary is to be taken as an indication that the house of the immediate future may not make increased use of fabricated units in structure and equipment. As a matter of fact, considerable progress is being made along that line. Nor is it unlikely that home design, as well as materials used, will change radically almost at once. Air conditioning, for example, may and should bring about important
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changes in new house design and construction. But these inevitable advances in building technique do not portend, for the next few years, anything remotely resembling the picture that some factory-made home enthusiasts profess to see immediately ahead. Rather, they will constitute important steps in a practical direction.

Obstacles to Prefabrication

But what about the obstacles to the low-priced factory-made house? Listed without any attempt at order of importance, the obstacles are:

1. If any attempt is made to construct a house complete at the factory and ship it all put together, or even partly together, transportation difficulties and expenses immediately arise that eat up many of the savings effected at the factory. The use of lightweight alloys will alter this somewhat, but not entirely.

2. Lots come in all sizes, all shapes; the terrain of each lot is different. These factors necessitate so much elasticity in design that the manufacturer who attempts to meet them is immediately involved with so many parts or models that he cannot achieve economical production at the plant. Engineering ingenuity may also make this less of a problem, but it will always be troublesome.

3. Climatic and other local conditions are important factors in house design. How can these be anticipated without making so many models as to make mass production impossible? New methods of construction and new building materials may lessen this problem but the goal of low-cost production is still questionable.

4. Unfortunately for the company that longs for factory production, the size of families is not standardized. A family may consist of only two people or of twenty. Once more, it is a case of designing a house to meet individual requirements and killing much of the opportunity for factory standardization, or making just a few models and so constraining the market as to make volume sales impossible. The use of movable walls, like the Japanese use, and interchangeable units will help here, but the simplicity of production desired remains only partly answered.

5. Most factory-made home plans contemplate obtaining savings on the shell of the house—the framework. Even if savings as large as 50 per cent were made on the shell of a house, the cost of the completed house would not be reduced tremendously. In fact, it would probably not lower the total cost more than 10 per cent—not enough to open up any big market for homes.

6. Of what avail is a house that costs no more than $2,500 to build, transport and erect, if the land on which it is to be erected costs almost as much as the house? It is axiomatic that the lower-income classes must be near their places of employment. They cannot commute long distances both because of the time and commutation cost factors. Can cheap and satisfactory land be found near large centers of population? And if such land cannot be found, isn't it true, again, that the possible market is once more restricted? Decentralization of factories may change this, but it also lies far ahead in the future.

7. A good part of the cost of a house is outside of the factor of construction. The matter of financing is of the utmost importance. It has been estimated that a reduction of 1 per cent in the cost of financing would save more than the reduction of the cost of the shell of the house by 50 per cent. Then there is the tax factor. There are running costs, including depreciation. In brief, the first cost of a house is not the only matter of importance to the buyer, especially the buyer of low-priced homes. The leasing of homes may help here, but that, in turn, will bring stubborn problems of its own.

8. The size of units that could economically be made at the factory is controlled by another factor in addition to the shipping. If a unit is so large, or so heavy, or so cumbersome that it must be handled, on the lot, by more than two men, it immediately loses most, if not all, of the factory savings. That means that a good part of the assembling job will continue to be done on the lot, which indicates that factory savings cannot exceed a certain point, although this point will change as the use of lighter alloys or materials increases.

9. It has already been mentioned that if mass production is to be achieved, models must be limited. Will the masses, even though their aesthetic tastes may not be highly developed, fall in droves for standardized homes? The interchangeable unit idea will, of course, help this problem—that remains to be seen.

10. Surely no elaboration of the problem of union labor is necessary here.

11. Many factory-made homes contemplate erection without cellars. Every investiga-
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tion ever made of what women want in homes irrefutably proves that, in the northern half of this country especially, cellars are demanded. Perhaps by effective advertising and selling this could be overcome, involving only the cost—usually high—of overcoming consumer resistance.

12. The old-established forms of building would not permit their markets to be taken away without some struggle. That means competitive selling, which always means expense.

13. Mass production depends on rapidity of turnover. Houses do not turn over rapidly, nor will they be traded in for new models.

14. The problem of selling and distribution is a terrific one. Undoubtedly, a whole new system of merchandising will have to be built up, if we are to sell 1000 homes where one grew before. This will add greatly to the expense for sales promotion, advertising and merchandising costs which would have to be tacked onto the sale price of the house—that is, if the houses are to be sold, not leased—and probably make up for all or more of the anticipated economies of factory production.

The conclusions to which we come, then, are these:

1. The factory-made house that will be erected and sold at a cost of perhaps $4,000 and under is, for the time being, still on the way. Engineeringly, it may be only three years away, although most unbiased observers place it much farther in the future. But its acceptance by the public will be another matter and will require further time and expense.

2. The trend for years has been toward making more and more of the home units in the factory. This trend—partial fabrication—will continue and accelerate. (Unit Kitchen.)

3. The building industry, which, as a whole, is frequently criticized as being conducted in a somewhat archaic manner, will have to achieve modern production and selling methods.

4. New types of materials and equipment are going to come to the fore in building construction, in an attempt to achieve lower costs, until complete prefabrication is accomplished.

5. It is more important that the building industry work out a new system of land valuation and a financing program that would immediately offer greater savings than are evidenced to date by factory-made homes.

6. Experiments and investigations in the field of prefabrication should continue as a matter of research. Much good will come out of such studies as by-products of partial fabrication. Publicity, however, should be reserved until the problem is licked, in order that the general public will not be misled and confused, and, instead of holding off, will proceed to build today of honest, available materials.

Time permits no exposition of the many structural methods being undertaken in the name of prefabrication. Dozens of experiments have been made with pre-cast masonry, poured-concrete slabs, arc-welded steel frame houses, steel-shell houses, porcelain enamel houses, fabricated wood, asbestos, and synthetic materials. If in this discussion we have talked less of structural methods and the product itself, it is because we believe the engineering method which might eventually be used for prefabrication is not as important as the questions of:

1. Land revaluation.

2. New financing programs involving lower interest charges and long terms.

3. The gigantic merchandising and sales promotion investment necessary to build sales volume.

While much I have said may appear slightly caustic or tinged with skepticism, may I close with the seemingly contradictory statement that semi-fabrication and even complete prefabrication of homes are feasible and possible and I think we should realize now that the studies made in this field have been exceedingly valuable, if only to point the way to the obstacles. My critical treatment of the subject must be considered as simply a statement of some of the problems facing the too optimistic enthusiast in this field. Many economies can be found in the factory fabrication of wall and floor slabs containing window and door frames, ducts, conduits, finish, and insulation, as well as the fabrication of mechanical and electrical equipment in new units of convenience and simplification. The House of the Future, regardless of the limited or complete extent to which its fabrication will be handled at the factory, represents a ringing challenge to the engineering and development talent of the country. It is to be hoped only that the demand for more efficiency in housing will enlist the open minds of our architects and engineers, to the end that their ingenuity and talents will be directed in practical channels with a clear understanding of all objectives.
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WE have so often thought of ourselves as living in a period of transition that we have come to accept chaos as being very natural and necessary.

We have so often wished ourselves far into the future in order that we might see what new mechanical devices will be then diverting our children that we are blind to those things which now surround us.

We talk of prefabrication, of air conditioning, of this-and-that new device, television for instance, as if, when finally they are here, then will we have the long-desired Utopia; then will “Heaven” be on earth.

We talk of internationalism, of a managed world—forgetting that we are unable to solve even a family budget.

Always, in the final analysis, the answer is to be given by someone else; the benefits, of course, are to come to us.

I have noticed this tendency in the A.I.A., where members have looked to Washington to solve local and municipal problems.

We limit our fields of endeavor and then bitterly compete within the limitations.

Meanwhile, most everywhere chaos exists; ugliness and blight are present not only in the city but wherever the concrete ribbons extend.

And, further, there is a lack of harmony between our thinking and our doing. We are not afraid to scrap old machinery but hold on to outworn ideas!

Nothing can be more amazing to a rational mind than the present maladjustments between Government and Industry and the hope, so evident, that they can be solved by slogans.

Nothing can be more amazing than the utter lack of understanding as to the proper use of land which seems to be general in savings banks and loaning institutions. And this lack of understanding is one of the reasons why slums and blights (ugly words designating ugly places and meanings) exist.

It is, of course, easy to be a Jeremiah and hurl wrathful maledictions upon our society and its faults. On the other hand, if one is comfortable, it is just as easy to hold that the world needs no further improvement.

The American world must find itself in harmony, otherwise we will continue to pass on our unsolved problems to the next generations.

The only true bases for solutions are well stated programs of the fields to be explored.

The Architect has definitely, as part of those fields, the creation of beauty in harmony with all the other efforts now in evidence. In the very recent past, the Architect has thought it impossible to create beauty. It could only be copied from the Renaissance, from the Middle Ages, from the fruits of other civilizations.

The Architect, therefore, has been a cribber, looking everywhere except within his own spirit and within his own times to find details to be plastered onto his buildings.

The new generation is merely cribbing some new details, some perhaps a little more in harmony with the industrial age we live in but with as little understanding of the inherent beauty in form as was shown in the use of the millions of miles of egg and darts and dentils used yesterday.

Certainly the Architect must learn to create, must take it to himself that it is his major business to create beauty, not only in buildings but in the city.

At the recent Convention at Williamsburg there were no papers, no real discussion by Architects alone as to the problems of the city. To all intents and purposes one might think the architect had no major interest in city planning, and yet there is that great job to be done and where is the Architect!

We must achieve order and harmony in today’s civilization. The beauty of yesterday is best preserved in or as museums. The daydreams concerning tomorrow are best left to Wells and others of that kind.

A people well informed and well led can, within a generation, achieve a culture in which beauty is a dominant factor.
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Guptill's Corner

This is the Season for the Outdoor Sketching Bee

Ever been bitten by the Outdoor Sketching Bee? This bee (a social hymenopterous insect of the genus Apis, especially the Apis Sketchibus Awayfrum Homus, or B. Ucumin Outdoorus) leaves its happy hive when first it feels the warm influence of the spring sunshine, and at once seeks a victim. Its sting is painless, but one properly (or improperly) stung is customarily stimulated into a state of riotous exhilaration. He starts! He turns three times 'round! He snatches hair dashes from the house and is gone, gone a-sketching!

What would you do if you should find yourself thus smitten? My advice is to keep calm and cool, accepting the situation philosophically and enjoying, while it lasted, this exaltation of feeling and the pleasures of the task to which it leads. For when approached in the right spirit, it is not only great fun but is positively beneficial.

I shall assume you have already felt this sting. What shall you sketch? Whatever you see about you. Too many architects feel they are wasting time unless they work from something of architectural merit. And it is true that there are occasions when good architectural subjects can be highly recommended. For when one draws actual buildings, freehand, he learns several important lessons. First, he increases his knowledge of the three-dimensional character of architecture—the perspective appearance of real buildings. In other words, such sketching affords the ideal antidote for the poison which seeps into his system through steady work at his highly artificial two-dimensional plans, elevations, and sections. It is particularly valuable for him to sketch buildings erected from his own working drawings, the accompanying analysis helping to reveal his design faults. Again, sketching from architectural subjects teaches one the importance of mass in relation to detail, and the vital part which light, shade, and shadow play in the expression of design. It further demonstrates what a powerful influence a building's environment exerts, and makes him better able, in later design problems, to visualize his proposed buildings as they will actually appear when built and viewed in relation to their surroundings. In short, the sketching of architecture acquaints one with architecture. Even old barns, sheds, and cabins can offer valuable lessons in such matters as mass, scale, color, texture, etc.

Be Sure to Vary Your Subjects

But all this does not mean that only buildings are worth the doing. Quite the contrary. On the whole the architect is wise to spend at least half of his sketching efforts over a wide variety of subject matter with which he is less familiar. Why? For several reasons. First, he knows so much about architecture—the detailed appearance of every individual member—that he forgets that so one normally views a building he gains only a somewhat hazy impression of it. So he is in danger of an overelaboration and fussiness which often produce a result which, true as it may be in detail, is false in its larger effect. If he elects to sketch a ship, instead, he is more likely to see it as if he were in it, and so try to interpret, its general impression. And he is quite sure to sketch the ship (or even a subject still farther removed from architecture) not only with greater truth but with increased boldness and freedom. It therefore affords him more welcome relief from his accustomed tight instrumental work.

It is not always realized that one of the greatest advantages to be gained from sketching, regardless of subject matter, is training in design. Yet it is true that many of the same principles are involved in developing the typical sketch as in designing a building. There must be the same fine relationship of line, form, and color. I shall return to this a bit later.

Whatever type of subject you select, avoid things, at least at first, which are too large or complex. The intimate scene is far more sketchable than the view from the observation tower. One way to learn what experienced sketchers prefer is to look through art and architectural magazines, including back numbers of Pencil Points, for there you will discover reproductions not only of drawings, but of paintings, etchings, engravings, etc. You will find many subjects such as your own locality affords.

Almost as vital as selection of subject is choice of point of view. In both, a view-finder is helpful. Cut a small rectangular squint-hole in a sheet of cardboard, sighting through it at the subject until you can discover the position from which it shows to best advantage. Draw from that point, if possible. But don't stand too near your subject: if you do, you will see too much detail and lose sight of the larger relationships. Comfort is important. If you can keep your paper out of the sun you can judge your values better. Dark glasses or an eye shade may prove convenient: glasses for color work must of course be neutral in tone. Choose a point of view from which there is no noticeable rivalry of conflicting interests. Or if the subject shows elements which compete, try, as you draw, to unify them, or let one dominate over the other. It often pays to focalize your main emphasis around the central areas, rendering them more completely and definitely than the remainder. With such a center of interest developed, your sketch will show a more homogeneous plan or design, and can be read at a glance.

Before drawing, analyze your subject. Your problem is to express its individual characteristics in lines and tones much as you might describe it with the spoken or written word. Decide what you want to say about it. You should stress its really vital elements, omitting or suppressing those which are less significant. Little preliminary sketches often help at this point (see those overleaf); they not only prove time saving in the end, but contribute towards better results.

When you start a final sketch, work boldly. A fearless, bad sketch, is usually better than a timid, inoffensive one. Don't think of how your sketch will impress the other fellow, but go after the aspects of the subject which appeal to you, working naturally, vigorously, and quickly, remembering that many effects in nature, including those of light and shade, change rapidly.

You may wonder why I have so far said nothing about medium or tech-
nique, but these are of relatively minor importance. The thing which really concerns the artist is his composition—the arrangement of the true essentials so they tell the story clearly and pleasantly. If a subject calls for color, use color: otherwise you may be disappointed. If its main interest lies in value contrasts, color may be less essential. And so it goes. Most subjects have some special type of appeal. One impresses us because of its fine relationship of forms, another for its textures; still another we like for its emotional response. So when I sketch I plan to have always on hand a sufficient variety of materials to enable me to choose the medium and handling which I think appropriate to the development of these characteristics.

Could the artist, if he would, make a true and complete rendering of the subject before him? No. Here are two of several reasons. First, it would be impossible for him to compress within the confines of paper or canvas of limited size all the details which any subject reveals. Again, his white drawing surface and pigments are far too dull for a true representation of the dazzling brilliancy of nature. Therefore, in sketching, we offer in place of a full, literal portrayal, a suggestion or indication, trying to create a convincing impression of the thing before us with emphasis on such elements as hold for us greatest interest.

And would the artist, if he could, prepare a literal interpretation? No! Why not? Because he is human and not a camera. It is far more fun for him to recreate the subject matter before him according to his personal inclination. Occasionally, of course, his mood is more that of the copyist, as when the architectural student makes a study of some worthy building, but as a rule one's prime object is to make a pleasing sketch which records the spirit of the place rather than the hard facts. Hence drawings often look quite different from the subject matter.

Time and again I have seen this thing dramatically demonstrated in my summer classes at Boothbay Harbor, Maine, where I frequently have fifteen or twenty people sketching from one subject. No matter how capable they are their sketches when finished vary so greatly in appearance that it is sometimes hard to realize they portray identical material.

The rough studies above are presented to exemplify this point still further. All were from a single subject sketched from approximately the same viewpoint. Each was very small, measuring only 3½" x 4½", so took only a few minutes. Any handy medium was used; pencil, pen, brush with black ink, and a bit of white. One advantage of such small sketches is that in them one often dares to do more in the way of original composition than in larger work. Again they permit him to record very quickly fleeting impressions which can later be more carefully developed. These particular sketches reinforce my point that the study of pictorial composition which is involved—the adjustment of spaces, tones, and colors—teaches lessons applicable to work in the design of anything, including architecture. They help to make clear, too, that as you sketch you can think of yourself as a sort of stage director. Clouds, buildings, trees, people, etc., are all properties (or actors) which normally can be moved about according to your will. If you wish, you can even draw on memory or imagination for others. So again you see that your main concern is less with the choice and handling of your medium than with the selection and arrangement of these pictorial elements.
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FACTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

TWO new free sets of manufacturers' Data Sheets this month! Turn to the advertising section now for coupons to get this valuable information easily for your Data Sheet Library!

The Barber Asphalt Company are offering a set of 4 Data Sheets. 3 of these sheets are on the installation of mastic flooring. These sheets tell you not only how to use and install mastic but—wonder of wonders—they also tell you how NOT to use it! This is one of the first times in the history of architectural advertising that a manufacturer has been brave enough to tell you where his product cannot be used! A fourth sheet in this set gives some worth while information on the use of asphalt in built-up roofing.

The Holland Furnace Company have developed a new type of air conditioner which is fully explained in a set of 6 Data Sheets that are now in preparation. These sheets will not be ready for some weeks yet—but send in your request now so that you will be sure to receive them just as soon as they are finished. Hot air heating has long been favorably regarded by
architects—and now Holland have combined the features of the hot air installation with a filter, blower and humidifier to create comfortable living conditions, using any type of fuel.

Next month another well-known manufacturer will announce a new set of free Data Sheets on a subject never before covered in this form.

There are a lot more manufacturers’ sheets on the fire which will be announced in forthcoming months. Watch the advertising pages closely for there will be a wealth of valuable information offered to you—merely for filling out a coupon.

If you are not a Data Sheet user be sure to cut out the hunting license which is printed in the advertising pages of this issue. This license gives you the privilege of wasting your own time if you are the boss, or the boss’ time if you are one of the slaves. Every architectural man who does not keep the Data Sheets should have his hunting license.

DATA SHEETS. The Data Sheets which appeared earlier giving the vertical course heights and scales for brickwork have been so popular that we are presenting here 4 new Data Sheets on the horizontal dimensions. The August issue will contain 4 more to complete this group.
Watson says, "If there's any graphic sensation more delightful than that furnished by a smooth, soft Eldorado pencil on Cameo paper, I've failed to discover it." He says that this drawing was made with the softer grades of Eldorado pencils—4B, 3B, 2B and B. He has also made a great find in the new Dixon Claro eraser which can be used effectively on Cameo paper.

Pencil Sales Dept. 167-J6, JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE COMPANY, Jersey City, N. J.
SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

THE MART. In this department we will print, free of charge, notices from readers (dealers excepted) having for sale or desiring to purchase books, drawing instruments, and other property pertaining directly to the profession or business in which most of us are engaged. Such notices will be inserted in one issue only, but there is no limit to the number of different notices pertaining to different things which any subscriber may insert.

PERSONAL NOTICES. Announcements concerning the opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, changes in architectural firms, changes of address and items of personal interest will be printed free of charge.

FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE. In this department we shall continue to print, free of charge, notices from architects or others requiring designers, draftsmen, specification writers, or superintendents, as well as from those seeking similar positions.

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ARCHITECTS LOCATED OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES: Should you be interested in any building materials or equipment manufactured in America, we will gladly procure and send, without charge, any information you may desire.

Notices submitted for publication in these Service Departments must reach us before the fifth of each month if they are to be inserted in the next issue. Address all communications to 330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

THE MART

L. T. Brush, 478 4th Street, Brooklyn, New York, has copies of PENCIL POINTS for sale, from June, 1920, through June, 1929, unbound. Although some of the advertising pages have been removed, they are all in very good condition.

M. Nirdlinger, 907 Empire Building, Pittsburgh, Pa., has the following copies of PENCIL POINTS for sale: June, 1920, through December, 1928, complete; broken sets 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932. Make offer for lot or state sets wanted.

Robert Ronowski, La Grange, Illinois, has the following for sale: Tribune Tower Competition, $1.00; Philadelphia Architectural Exhibition Year Book, 1929, $1.50. Perfect condition.

The Architectural Library of New York University, 1071 Sixth Avenue, New York, wishes to secure a copy of the November, 1924, Bulletin of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design.

Joseph W. Northrop, Bridgeport, Conn., has the following copies of the White Pine Series for sale: Vol. 2, Nos. 1 and 2; Vol. 3, Nos. 1, 2, 3; Vol. 4, Nos. 2 and 5; Vol. 5, Nos. 1; Vol. 7, Nos. 3 and 5; Vol. 8, Nos. 1, 2, 6; Vol. 9, Nos. 5, 6; Vol. 10, Nos. 2, 4, 5; Vol. 11, Nos. 1, 4, 6; Vol. 12, Nos. 1, 3, 4, 5, 6; Vol. 13, Nos. 2, 3, 5.

Wanted: the following copies of American Architect: January, March, October, November, and December, 1934; all of 1935. Must be uncut, good condition. Communicate with Service Department, PENCIL POINTS.

Ralph W. Zimmerman, 518 Jefferson Avenue, Toledo, Ohio, would like to purchase copies of The Architect from January, 1927, to the time it was discontinued. He will pay $10 for these issues.

Owen L. Gowman, 101 Park Avenue, New York, would like to secure the August, 1923, and May, 1927, issues of PENCIL POINTS.

A. G. Westbrook, Box 85, Avenue Miramar, San Clemente, Calif., has for sale back issues of PENCIL POINTS from 1920 to 1929, but not complete. He will sell the lot or singly.

Elias M. Grossman, 57 West 70th Street, New York, would like to obtain a copy of the January, 1929, issue of PENCIL POINTS.

PERSONALS

JOSEPH B. WERTZ, Architect, is now conducting his practice from Mayville, New York.

WYATT C. HEDRICK, Architect, and C. H. LINDSLEY, Architect, have formed the firm of Hedrick and Lindsley, Inc., with offices at 1903 Sterling Building, Houston, Texas. Mr. Hedrick will also maintain his Fort Worth, Texas, office.

ALFRED W. GRANT and L. LIVINGSTON GEORGE, Architects, have opened an office for the practice of architecture at 44 East State Street, Westport, Conn.

HARRISON GILL, Architect, has moved his office to 101 Park Avenue, New York.

MANUFACTURERS' DATA WANTED

BOYCE N. HARRISON, Architect, 933 Ringgold Street, Crafton Heights, Pittsburgh, Pa. (Data on all lines of building construction, including waterproofing, steel join, wood trim, etc., for service stations and residences. Also equipment for same.)

HEDRICK & LINDSLEY, INC., Architects, 1903 Sterling Building, Houston, Texas.

JOSEPH B. WERTZ, Architect, Mayville, N. Y.

SIDNEY J. HELENE, Architect, 228 Audubon Avenue, New York, N. Y.

ALLEN T. FREDERICK, Designer, 1017 Theard Avenue, Covington, La. (Data on residential materials and equipment.)

ROBERT P. LIST, Draftsman, 823 Trenton Avenue, Wilkinsburg, Pa. (Data for A.I.A. file on residential materials and equipment.)

HARRY J. KROPET, Draftsman, 1031 Usener Street, Houston, Texas.

A. W. BRIDGES, Draftsman, 211 Preston, Shreveport, La.

H. EUGENE MONTGOMERY, Draftsman, 714 Marietta Place, N. W., Washington, D. C. (Data on small houses.)

R-H-K CORPORATION, Architectural Department, Earl Avenue, Lafayette, Indiana. (Data for A.I.A. file.)

CHARLES H. CONNORS, Ornamental Horticulturist, Agricultural Experiment Station, New Brunswick, N. J. (Data on horticultural equipment and supplies and nursery stock, with price lists.)
WHY G-E BRANCH-CIRCUIT CIRCUIT BREAKERS ARE THE HEART OF MODERN WIRING SYSTEMS

You are designing today's home for comfortable and convenient living. Wisely, you consider a modern wiring system of vital importance. Now, General Electric introduces a new circuit protecting device, which is designed for standard outlet box mounting, that aids you in functional design of homes, apartments, and other buildings.

These new Branch-circuit Circuit Breakers fit in well with modern trends. Your clients will appreciate the livability that they add to the homes you design. These devices apply the successful principles of protection and control, long used for industrial equipment. They can be furnished in capacities of 15, 20, 25 or 30 amperes; single-pole, 125 volts A-c. or D-c.

You will be most interested in the convenience that their use offers your clients. Because they have the neat outward appearance of flush Tumbler Switches, they can be placed in living rooms, kitchens, bedrooms — and their appearance is similar to that of the neat appearing Tumbler Switches.

When a short circuit or overload occurs, service in that particular circuit is resumed after the trouble has been removed, by simply flipping the breaker. They can be placed in accessible spots about the house near the circuit that they protect. Thus, inconvenient changing of fuses in branch circuits is eliminated. Home owners will appreciate this step-saving feature which is another aid to good housekeeping.

As well as convenience, mark these additional advantages of using G-E Branch-circuit Circuit Breakers:

- They offer safe and positive protection. Factory calibration and sealing practically eliminates tampering. They insure positive short circuit and accurate overload protection for branch circuits.
- They may be used as master switches to control the circuits that they protect.
- These breakers are designed for all conventional wiring systems and are specified in the new G-E Radial Wiring System.
- They have satisfactorily passed all tests of, and are listed by, the Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

For further information on their convenience, appearance, safety and control, refer to "Sweet's Architectural Catalog" and "American Architect Time-Saver Specifications", or write Section CDW-126, Appliance and Merchandise Department, General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
WIRING DEVICES

APPLIANCE AND MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT, GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

of Interest to Architects, Draftsmen and Specification Writers

Publications mentioned here will be sent free unless otherwise noted, upon request, to readers of PENCIL POINTS by the firm issuing them. When writing for these items please mention PENCIL POINTS.

QUALITY CASEMENT WINDOWS.—Folder with descriptive and specification data covering a new line of air-tight aluminum and bronze casement windows. Detail drawings, dimensions, hardware and test data. 8 pp. 8½ x 11. General Bronze Corp., 34-19 Tenth Street, Long Island City, N. Y.

Published by the same firm, "Quality Double-Hung Windows." Folder describing a new and self-sealing type of double-hung window furnished in aluminum or bronze. Specifications, dimensions, detail drawings. 4 pp. 8½ x 11.

KOH-I-NOOR DRAWING AND SKETCHING MATERIALS.—The 1936 edition of Koh-I-Noor drawing and sketching material catalog covers a complete line of drawing pencils, artists' pencils and leads, polycolor wax crayons, special polycolor sets, Mona Lisa pencils and sticks, permanent chalks and technicolor, square sticks and holders, sketching leads, etc. 18 pp. Koh-I-Noor Pencil Co., 373 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.


IRON FIREMAN PNEUMATIC SPREADER.—Catalog 395 describes and illustrates the first stoker conveying steam size coals (up to 1½-inch lumps) into the furnace on a stream of air, burning dust in suspension and larger pieces on a shallow layer on the grate, particularly adapted to firing power and process boilers for industrial uses. 12 pp. 8½ x 11. Iron Fireman Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

TONCAN IRON PIPE FOR PERMANENCE.—Fourth edition. This new 64-page book is profusely illustrated with test charts and tables and incorporates new sections dealing with threading, air conditioning, industrial maintenance and process uses, etc. Included are large number of photographs showing the increasing applications for which Toncan copper molybdenum pipe is being utilized. Republic Steel Corp., Cleveland, Ohio.

PLANNED PLUMBING AND HEATING FOR BETTER LIVING.—New brochure showing the latest products for sanitation and comfort, and affording many suggestions for increased beauty and practicality in the new or modernized home. Several Kohler bathrooms, a lavender and a kitchen, with floor plans and alternate floor plans, have been illustrated in color by Gerald K. Geerlings, Architect. The text discusses not only the fixtures, but alternative materials for walls and floor, desirable color schemes, etc. 16 pp. 8½ x 11. Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis.

COSALCO METAL MOULDINGS.—Folder showing actual size illustrations of a line of mouldings available in chromium, copper, brass, stainless steel and other metals. Price list. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Colonial Sales Corporation, 480 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.


A NEW BUILDING COST CALCULATOR.—Descriptive bulletin giving table of contents and reproductions of tabular matter contained in a new building cost calculator or estimator's handbook. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. J. R. Smith & Son, 1006 Dudley St., Lincoln, Neb.

ROBINSON LAP-LOK WALL COPING.—A.I.A. File No. 5-k. Folder describing and illustrating an improved modern covering for parapet walls. Included is information on Robinson chimney pots. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. The Robinson Clay Products Co. of New York, Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y.

EAGLE TINTING AND MIXING CHART.—Useful new color chart giving formulas and suggestions for exterior and interior decorative colors. Included are formulas for painting with Eagle white lead. Eagle-Picher Sales Co., Temple Bar Bldg., Cincinnati, O.

Published by the same firm, "Eagle Lead Wool." Bulletin discussing the advantages of Eagle lead wool for caulking pipe joints.

"Eagle Super Flange." Descriptive booklet covering a type of all-lead, one-piece roof flashing.

PENCILS AND PAPER.—Booklet dealing with subject of Conte drawing pencils presents useful information pertaining to their special uses, grades and kinds of paper most suitable for their use. 16 pp. J. Gratz Farish, 42-57 Kissinga Blvd., Flushing, N. Y.

KEWANEE TYPE C STEEL BOILERS.—A.I.A. File No. C-1. Catalog No. 84-h. Useful reference manual describing the design and construction characteristics of a line of steel coal-burning, oil, gas or stoker boilers. Engineering data, dimensions, etc. 24 pp. 8½ x 11. Kewanee Boiler Corp., Kewanee, Ill.

Published by the same firm, "Kewanee Residence Type R Boiler." Catalog 88-b presents detailed descriptive and engineering data on a coal, gas or oil burning, steel welded boiler for heating bungalows, homes and smaller buildings. 16 pp. 8½ x 11.

CORNELL ROLLING GRILLES.—New catalog showing numerous Cornell rolling grille installations over store fronts, in revolving doors, entrances, over counters, bars, in gateways, corridors of commercial buildings, exhibit halls, schools, etc. Construction details, descriptive matter, specifications. 8½ x 11. Cornell Iron Works, 36-20 Thirteenth St., Long Island City, N. Y.

A. C. F. UNITFOLD FOLDING WALL.—A.I.A. File No. 19-e-61. Descriptive and specification data bulletin covering the Unitfold folding wall suitable for gymnasia, schools, Y. M. C. A.'s, churches, hotels, clubs, etc. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. American Car and Foundry Co., 30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

Published by the same firm, "A. C. F. School Wardrobes." A.I.A. File No. 28-b-13. Folder describing and illustrating Fairhurst school wardrobes. 4 pp. 8½ x 11.

THE PALMOLIVE SOAP DISPENSER.—A.I.A. File No. 29-i-2. Descriptive and specification data folder covering a new dry soap dispensing unit. 4 pp. 8½ x 11. Colgate-Palmolive Peet Co., Jersey City, N. J.

(Continued on page 40, Advertising Section)
PROBLEM No. 1

A This is the house that Jackson will build.

B These are the floor plans for the house that Jackson will build.

C This is the household that will live in the house that Jackson will build.

D What should be the telephone arrangements for the house that Jackson will build?

Built-in conduit to prevent exposed wiring and provide protection against certain types of service interruption.

E An outlet in the living-room for all the family.

F An outlet in the kitchen for household business.

G An outlet in the master bedroom for protection at night and convenience all the time.

H An outlet for portable telephone in the guest-room—to serve guest or invalid.

I An outlet for portable telephone in basement recreation room to save running upstairs.

This is a suggested approach to a typical problem. Trained telephone engineers will help you custom-tailor efficient, economical conduit layouts for any of your projects. Just call the Business Office of your local telephone company and ask for "Architects' and Builders' Service."
FREE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE FOR READERS OF PENCIL POINTS

 Replies to box numbers should be addressed care of PENCIL POINTS, 330 West 42nd Street, New York

WANTED: Draftsmen experienced on small house work. Send full information as to ability, samples of work both in sketches and working drawings and salary expected. Box No. 600.

POSITION WANTED: Young man, age 24, graduate Virginia Polytechnic Institute in architectural engineering, desires work with designing architect, structural engineer or consulting engineer. Three years' experience in mechanical engineering and industrial plant maintenance. Salary of minor importance. P. O. Box 148, Petersburg, Virginia.


POSITION WANTED: With architect as junior draftsman. Graduate of High School and Pratt Institute, Department of Architecture. Willing to work for any reasonable salary. N.Y.U. evenings. Rudolf Seliger, 158 Huber St., Secaucus, N. J.

POSITION WANTED: Junior architectural draftsman, High School graduate and graduate of Mechanics Institute. Have had some experience in the office of a well known Brooklyn architect. Can furnish reference on request. Salary reasonable. Lawrence Ephraim, 2010 East 18th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PART TIME WORK WANTED: Young man, 22, wants to devote spare time to drafting, freehand drawing or rendering. Own perspective, capable rendered in various mediums, especially pen and ink. Free lance renderings of small houses preferred. L. R., 2111 Quentin Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Architectural draftsman, with several years of experience in model making, would like to get in touch with architects or builders. Able to take care of models of any size or description. Box No. 603.

POSITION WANTED: For the past 15 years construction superintendent, am first class mechanic (carpenter) with a lifetime experience in building construction. Very good at blue prints, also at drafting. Employed by leading New York builders and was architect-superintendent on several jobs. John McNeil, 306 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Architect, designer-draftsman, seeks a general or supervisory post. Experience in Government and private offices. Address "Z," 174 Grant Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

WANTED: Delineator doing free lance work able to lay out and render perspectives of small buildings and residences in water color from working plans. William O. Armitage, architect, South Portland, Maine.

POSITION WANTED: Draftsman, architectural, competent, experienced, seeks position in architect's office. Jerome Licher, 304 Mt. Eden Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Young woman, 23, single, B.S. Kansas State College, 1933, training in Interior Architecture and Decoration, desires connection with architect or interior decorator, location immaterial. Box No. 604.

POSITION WANTED: Architectural draftsman (advanced age) desires employment. Temporary, part time, hours, days. City buildings, plans, elevations, etc. Moderate compensation. Any time at disposal. Box No. 605.

POSITION WANTED: Draftsman (junior), age 21, desires position with architect or architectural designer; recent graduate of Drake School of Drafting preceded by four years of technical training; inexperienced but willing to learn business, salary secondary, willing to travel. Edward Rahn, 739 Decatur Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Junior architectural draftsman wants work with architect or builder. Knowledge of all types of building construction. Box No. 606.

POSITION WANTED: Young man, 22, seeks position with architect, contractor or builder. Graduated Mechanics Institute architectural drawing and design. One year mechanical drawing. Inexperienced but offer service, intelligence and a desire to work to learn business. Neat appearance. Best references. Willing to travel. Herbert Maselson, 46 West 64th Street, New York, N. Y.

POSITION WANTED: Young man, 5 years' drafting school training, wishes position as junior architectural draftsman. Guido Cocchini, 1632 Taylor Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED: Apprentice draftsman wanted by architect in White Plains. Nominal compensation for six months to a year. Excellent opportunity for recent architectural school graduate living in the general vicinity. Box No. 607.

POSITION WANTED: Young man with some experience in drawing is looking for position as office boy with New York architect. Box No. 608.

WANTED: Opportunity for young lady with both decorating and secretarial experience in Westchester County architect's office. Please give complete personal information and salary desired in first letter. Box No. 609.

POSITION WANTED: Male, white, neat, experienced, dependable, competent, college trained, 20 years at drafting, detailing, designing, specifications, construction superintendent and architect's representative on a wide diversified type of buildings. Come well recommended. Go anywhere. Charles Palmer, Room 124—4614 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.

DRAFTSMAN WANTED: Good man who would like to work in the south. One who is good on small residence work, sketches, working drawings and details. Send full information and samples of work in first letter. George Watts Carr, Durham, N. C.
HERE ARE FLOORS KEYED TO THE MODERN

CUSTOM-BUILT floors of Armstrong’s Linoleum make it easy for you to provide an attractive individualized setting for any decorative scheme. The design possibilities of these linoleum floors are practically unlimited. Any decorative idea drawn on paper can be faithfully reproduced in the floor—every intricate detail trimly cut and tailored to fit with craftsmanlike perfection.

Armstrong’s Linoleum Floors are modern in other ways, too. They’re resilient—quiet and comfortable underfoot. They’re simple to install. And once installed, they’re long-wearing and inexpensive to maintain.

On your next floor job, you are invited to consult the Armstrong Architectural Service Bureau. The completeness of the Armstrong Line enables this bureau to give valuable, unbiased suggestions on the best type of floor for any interior. See Sweet’s or write now, on your letterhead, for "Armstrong’s Floors and Walls.” Armstrong Cork Products Co., Building Materials Div., 1206 State St., Lancaster, Pa.

ARMSTRONG’S Linoleum
and RESILIENT TILE FLOORS
LINOTILE • ACCOTILE • CORK TILE • RUBBER TILE • LINOWALL • ACOUSTICAL CEILINGS
Architect Selected for Oregon's New Capitol

Goodhue Livingston, Architect, member of the firm of Trowbridge and Livingston, New York, is the acknowledged winner of the nationwide competition for the selection of an architect for the new Oregon State Capitol Building to be erected at Salem, Oregon. Francis Keally, also of New York, was Mr. Livingston's associate in preparing the competition design and will be associated with him in carrying out the commission. The winning designs will appear in next month's PENCIL POINTS.

Five runners-up were selected by the Jury of Award, to receive $1500 each to repay them for entering the competition. They were: Wesley Sherwood Bessel of New York, John A. Thompson and Gerald A. Holmes of New York, De Young and Moskowitz of New York, Walter T. Karcher and Livingston Smith of Philadelphia, and Weeks & Day of San Francisco.

Pencil Points-Portland Cement Competition Designs

Beginning on page 301 of this issue, there will be found twenty additional designs submitted in the recent PENCIL POINTS - Portland Cement Association Architectural Competition — ten of them solving the problem of the southern house and ten the problem of the northern house. These designs did not receive any prizes or mentions at the hands of the Jury of Award but they are considered of sufficient interest to merit publication. They are placed in no particular order and no implication is intended that any one is better than any other. Studied in connection with the program (published in the January and February issues) and with the premiated designs (published in the April issue), they may yield many good ideas for the residence designer.

Arthur L. Guptill to Teach

From July 6th to August 14th Arthur L. Guptill will conduct his usual summer courses at Frank Allen's Studios, Boothbay Harbor, Me. While his regular classes will be in Sketching and Rendering (including lectures on Color, Composition, and Freehand Perspective), he is able to arrange special work for individuals.

In past years many architects, landscape architects, and others have taken advantage of this opportunity to combine study with pleasure, enrolling for special vacation courses of one, two, three, or more weeks. A faculty of eight affords varied instruction in many branches of art. For circular or further information, address Frank L. Allen, Director, 27 Fairmont Street, Brookline, Mass. After July 1, Boothbay Harbor, Me.

Faculty Appointments at Columbia

Appointment of seven New York architects to the Faculty of the Columbia University School of Architecture is announced by President Nicholas Murray Butler. Edgar Williams, John Crosby Brown Moore, and Donald A. Fletcher were named Associates in Architecture to be in charge of instruction in design. In accordance with the School's plan of relating the study of design to "a creative and living architecture," four visiting critics were appointed as follows: Arthur Loomis Harmon, architect of the Shelton Hotel, New York, and member of the firm of Shreve, Lamb, and Harmon, architects of the Empire State Building. William Lescaze, designer of the proposed Children's Museum in Brooklyn, and architect of the Columbia Broadcasting Station, 483 Madison Avenue, New York, and of the Editorial Publications Building, 40 East 49th Street, New York. J. André Fouilloux, one of the architects of Rockefeller Center, collaborator with Wallace K. Harrison in

Castell Drawing Pencils

guaranteed for depth of color

It is an occasion for no great surprise to us when an architect or engineer brings in a beautiful drawing or rendering and says: "I did that with a 'Castell' about twenty years ago. Look how fresh it is—how it has retained its depth of color."

We know such examples are not accidental. The reason is the remarkable graphite that goes into every "Castell" Drawing Pencil. Specially milled, refined by numerous processes and graded into 18 positively accurate degrees. A pencil whose hardest degree is smooth and whose softest will not flake or crumble. A pencil that is the overwhelming favorite of craftsmen the world over—because it is the world's standard of quality.
the design of the new Rockefeller Apartments between 54th and 55th Streets, New York, and architect of the MGM Studios of the Chicago Tribune in Chicago.

George Howe, designer of the Philadelphia Savings Fund Society Buildings, Philadelphia, the Hessian Hills School at Croton-on-Hudson, N. Y., and of the projected plan for the Chrystie-Forsyth low-cost housing development, New York.

Schermerhorn Fellowship
Won by J. S. Atkins

Winner over seven competitors, James Samuel Atkins of 3410 Kingsbridge Avenue, New York, has been awarded the F. Augustus Schermerhorn traveling fellowship of the Columbia University School of Architecture for 1936, it is announced by Acting Dean Leopold Arnaud, chairman of the jury of award. The fellowship, open to graduates of the School within the past ten years, carries a stipend of $1700 for study abroad.

The Schermerhorn competition called for designs of a progressive country day school "especially adapted to the new education, which is based on complete time-freedom for the children." Eighteen applicants entered the preliminary competition, while eight were accepted for the final.

The decision was made by a jury of New York architects, including Charles Butler, Wallace K. Harrison, William Lamb, J. André Fouilhoux, and Ralph Walker.

Atkins was graduated from Columbia College in 1931, and from the School of Architecture in 1934. He is associated with the firm of Bloch and Hesse, 18 East 41st Street. He was born in Cincinnati, Ohio, and attended schools in Scranton, Pa., and Yonkers, N. Y. He will travel in France, Germany and Italy.

Joseph Martiner of Franklin Avenue, Bellmore, N. Y., was chosen first alternate, with special commendation for the high quality of his work. He received the degree of bachelor of architecture from Columbia in 1934.

"Architecture" Changes Ownership

Announcement has been made that William Randolph Hearst has purchased from Charles Scribner's Sons the architectural journal Architecture, which will be combined with the American Architect which has for several years been published by Hearst.

We understand that the publications will be combined, beginning with the June, 1936, issue, and that the journal will be edited by Mr. Kenneth K. Stowell, the present editor of the American Architect and by Mr. Henry H. Saylor of Architecture.

Both the American Architect and Architecture have behind them many years of splendid service and the paper which will result from the combination of these excellent periodicals should be of great value to the architectural profession in years to come.

Federation of A.E.C.&T.

Following the decisions of its second National Convention, relating to the unification of employee technical groups throughout the country, the Federation approached the Architectural Guild of America to discuss unification of both organizations.

The Federation agreed to let the Architectural Guild retain its own name and become the architects' section of the Federation, but stipulated that the section give particular attention to setting up a local of those working in private industry.

The two groups, it was agreed, are to have parity on the executive committee of the section, or to have an election. The architects' section is to have proportional representation on the Chapter Executive Committee.

The matter is being referred to the membership of the Guild, which for months past has been working in close cooperation with the Federation.
**SPECIFY IRON FIREMAN FOR EVERY JOB**
from Residential Furnaces up to Boilers Developing 500 b.p.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COAL FLOW</strong></th>
<th><strong>POWERAM</strong></th>
<th><strong>THE PNEUMATIC SPREADER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Residences and Small Boilers</td>
<td>For Power Installations up to 300 b. b. p.</td>
<td>For Installations up to 500 b. b. p.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>COMMERCIAL</strong></th>
<th><strong>ANTHRACITE COAL FLOW</strong></th>
<th><strong>BIN FEED</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Heating Installations up to 300 b. b. p.</td>
<td>(WITH ASH REMOVER) For Residences and Small Boilers</td>
<td>both POWERAM and STANDARD COMMERCIAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>JUNIOR</strong></th>
<th><strong>MODEL R</strong></th>
<th><strong>COAL FLOW (RING DRIVE)</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Large Residences or Small Commercial Jobs</td>
<td>World's Standard Residential Burner</td>
<td>For Installations Where Space Does Not Permit Installation of Regular Coal Flow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>ANTHRACITE (WITH ASH REMOVER)</strong></th>
<th><strong>IRON FIREMAN COAL RANGE BURNER</strong></th>
<th><strong>IRON FIREMAN BAKERY OVEN BURNER</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For Large Residences or Small Commercial Jobs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MAKE YOUR CLIENTS PERMANENT FRIENDS**

On new construction and on modernization jobs you can specify no finer piece of equipment than an Iron Fireman automatic coal burner. This modern machine is clean, quiet, safe, durable. It utilizes low cost coal and provides steady heat or power regardless of weather or load conditions. Made in a complete range of models for home heating plants, for commercial or industrial boilers developing up to 500 h.p., and for special applications. Manufactured by the pioneer and world’s largest manufacturer of automatic coal firing equipment. Sold and serviced by hundreds of dealers in the United States and Canada. Purchase can be made on a convenient monthly payment plan. See the Iron Fireman catalog in Sweet's, or write for Don Graf Data Sheets and literature. Iron Fireman Manufacturing Company, 3033 W. 106th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Ask any good reliable roofer his honest recommendations on the material that should be used on a flat deck . . . for long life . . . for freedom from leaks . . . for reduction of maintenance expenses . . . and we will rest our case on his answer.

There are definite reasons why roofs of Koppers Coal Tar Pitch and Tarred Felt last so long, prove so durable, have such low maintenance costs:

1. Their resistance to water retards deterioration.
2. Their slag or gravel surface protects them from foot traffic and sunlight.
3. Their ability to conform to the roof deck enables them to "give" with the movements of the roof and thus lessen the danger of breaks.
4. Their ability to heal and seal themselves enables them to automatically repair themselves when minor breaks occur.
5. They have a Class A rating from the Underwriters' Laboratory.

Specify Koppers Old Style Coal Tar Pitch and Approved Tar-Saturated Felt on all flat roofs.

Koppers PRODUCTS COMPANY, Pittsburgh: Send me your new specification book.

NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS
The importance of planning large glass areas is quite evident when one considers that the average person spends at least half a lifetime between four walls. And the desirability of specifying the highest quality glass available is just as obvious.

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio manufactures a complete line of flat glass, including Flat Drawn Window Glass, Polished Plate Glass, both plain and colored, Heavy Sheet Glass, Greenhouse Glass, Safety Glass, Tut-Flex tempered plate glass, Vitrolite opaque structural glass, Aklo heat absorbing glass, and distributes the Figured and Wire Glass manufactured by the Blue Ridge Glass Corporation of Kingsport, Tennessee.
Before you specify an oil burner compare them on these 7 POINTS!

MORE architects own Williams Oil-O-Matics—more architects specify Oil-O-Matics than any other oil burner. Today this leading oil burner has a record of more than 200,000 "Around the World" installations!

This mass production has enabled us to reduce Oil-O-Matic prices 50% in the last five years. Yet the new improved Oil-O-Matic is the finest ever built. It costs less to run because it is precision-engineered to burn the low cost fuel oils with unusual economy. Due to exclusive patents Oil-O-Matic provides the 7 important advantages that insure longer life, greater freedom from repairs, lower running cost, quietness, safety, cleanliness and dependability.


For remodeling jobs it can be quickly installed in any furnace or boiler; steam, vapor, hot water or hot air. For useful and precise data for your files, mail the Architect's coupon below.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
WILLIAMS OIL-O-MATIC HEATING CORPORATION
Dept. 30-6, Bloomington, Ill.
Please send me for my files, "The Architect's Handbook of Williams Oil-O-Matic Heating".

Name ......................................................
Address ................................................................
City ..............................................................
State .............................................................

7 "Musts" For Oil Burners

1. Does it atomize at low pressure, insuring quiet and complete combustion and long life?
2. Has it projected flame burning in mid-air away from the burner, with all mechanism outside the combustion chamber away from the heat?
3. Has it diffuser to insure, with any oil, a perfect blending of oil and air, producing a steady, unwavering flame?
4. Has it positively operated automatic safety shut-off valve?
5. Will it burn the economical, heavier, low-priced fuel oils?
6. Has it metering pump feeding unvarying quantity of oil regardless of viscosity or temperature?
7. Is the manufacturer financially responsible specializing exclusively in temperature control devices?

LOW PRESSURE ATOMIZATION NO PART INSIDE THE FIREBOX
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"PLUG-IN" STRIP offers life-time adequacy of "plug-ins" to all existing buildings...

A simple, safe, convenient, continuous baseboard strip with "plug-ins" every six inches all around the room or on any wall.

Unlimited instead of restricted use of electric current.

Enduring, concealed, yet surface "plug-ins" blending artistically with room finish.

FURTHER INFORMATION GLADLY FURNISHED UPON REQUEST

The American Institute of Architects
The Octagon, 1741 New York Avenue
Washington, D. C.

The Standard Contract Documents
These contract forms have stood the test of time. They have reduced to a minimum lawsuits and misunderstandings.

They make for good will between the Architect, the Owner, and the Contractor.

They eliminate worry. They reduce office overhead. They safeguard the position of the Architect.

They expedite the business of building.

Is there any Architect who has not adopted these forms as his own?

**Titles and Prices**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreement and General Conditions in Cover</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Conditions without Agreement</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreement without General Conditions</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bond of Suretyship</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form of Subcontract</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter of Acceptance of Subcontractor's Proposal</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover (heavy paper with valuable notes)</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete set in cover</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review of the Standard Documents—by William Stanley Parker</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Complete trial set in cover (75c) will be mailed from The Octagon the day the order is received or can be had from almost any dealer in Architects' supplies.

**Miscellaneous Documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Forms and Binders</td>
<td>Price furnished on request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agenda for Architects</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Filing System</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alphabetical Index to Standard Filing System</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Filing System and Alphabetical Index (combined)</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Filing System for Architectural Plates and Articles</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Books**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Handbook of Architectural Practice</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual of Accounting for Architects</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Autobiography of an Idea—Louis H. Sullivan</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A System of Architectural Ornament—Louis H. Sullivan</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue—Architect and Master of Many Arts</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transportation prepaid on orders amounting to $1.00 or more net. Orders, communications and remittances (checks, money-orders, cash or stamps) should be sent to The American Institute of Architects, The Octagon, 1741 N. Y. Ave., N. W., Washington, D. C.
In asking for bids recently on supplies for the engineering department of the Panama Canal, the item for drawing ink read: Higgins only.

So read the specifications of many large buyers; commercial, professional and educational. To them and to most artists, engineers and architects, Higgins is drawing ink and drawing ink is Higgins. Higgins American India Ink flows properly at all times; is truly black when it dries. And now it comes in a handsome new bottle, easier to cork and uncork with one hand. In black and sixteen waterproof colors.

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO., INC.
271 NINTH STREET • BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Definite Room-Saving Figures on the

Burnham
Slenderized
Radiators

Although made of cast iron, they take up exactly 40% less room than the old Tube-Type radiator. A four column Tube-Type is 10 inches deep. A 5 column, 12 inches. The Burnham Slenderized four column is but 4 7/16 inches deep. The five column but 5 11/16. The three column is but 3 3/4 inches. They are also proportionately lower.

The three and four tube ones can be recessed between studding and not extend beyond the face of the wall.

Furthermore, unbelievable as it may seem, this Slenderized Radiator heats 40% quicker than the old ones that are 40% larger.

The reason is plain enough when pointed out. Glad to tell you about it. Or better yet, send for the Catalog called: "Settling the Argument About Radiators."

Burnham Boiler Corporation

IRVINGTON, NEW YORK
ZANESVILLE, OHIO

Representatives in All Principal Cities of the United States and Canada
PUBLICATIONS ON MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

(Continued from page 28, Advertising Section)

G & G ANTI-FRICTION BEARING TELESCOPIC HOISTS.—A.I.A. File No. 30-i-1. Catalog J-3136 announces and describes in detail a line of all anti-friction bearing manual and electric telescopic hoists. Included are specifications, blueprint details and data covering watertight sidewalk doors and other G & G equipment. 6 pp. 8½ x 11. G & G Hoist Corp., 11 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

OWENS-ILLINOIS GLASS MASONRY.—Useful reference manual dealing with the subject of Insulux glass masonry blocks. Included are typical construction details, specifications, installation views, standard sizes and cuttings, data on light transmission and diffusion, etc. 24 pp. 8½ x 11. Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Ohio Bank Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.

Published by the same firm, "The Story in Pictures—Owens-Illinois Insulux Glass Masonry." New brochure illustrating numerous exterior and interior installations of glass masonry in industrial buildings, stores, office buildings, schools, apartment houses, laboratories, residences, etc. 24 pp. 8½ x 11.


FRANKLIN TILES.—A.I.A. File No. 23-a. Catalog No. 20. Useful handbook prepared to show the different kinds of tile in the industry. The various Franklin line products are illustrated and described, including all kinds of tiles, accessories and lighting fixtures accompanied by important color information, illustrations and details. 140 pp. 8½ x 11. Franklin Tile Co., Lansdale, Pa.

WESTINGHOUSE ALL-ELECTRIC KITCHEN EQUIPMENT.—A.I.A. File No. 31-h-2. Portfolio designed to serve architects as a ready reference whenever residential layouts are being prepared. Subjects covered by separate folders with data bulletins include planned electric kitchens, electric refrigerators, electric ranges, electric dishwashers, electric water heaters. 8½ x 11. Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., Kitchen Planning Dept., Mansfield, Ohio.


Published by the same firm, "Mural-Tone Positive Colors." Folder with color chart announcing and describing a new line of positive colors for use in interior and fresco decoration, theatrical painting and for sketching.

USE MARS LUMOGRAPH FOR PERFECT REPRODUCTIONS OF PENCIL DRAWINGS

This pencil has an "opaqueness" which closely approximates that of India ink. It gives you a drawing which will reproduce as well as any ink tracing. Will not smudge, erases easily. Comes in 11 degrees of hardness. Can be obtained from your favorite dealer.

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
Keuffel & Esser Co.
Chicago Montreal San Francisco Hoboken
Charles Bruning Company, Inc.
Boston Pittsburgh San Francisco Detroit Milwaukee Newark Los Angeles St. Louis St. Louis New York Chicago

Microscopic tests to show the greater opaqueness of the Lumograph pencil as compared with that of others.

CAREW quality ARTISTS PAPERS
"Since 1848 Makers of the Finest Rag Papers in the Land"

...for ARCHITECTS--Papers That Protect Your Drawings Against FADING!!

Guard your drawings against that "tired look" caused by fading! Carew chemically-pure drawing papers have an unusually fine texture and uniform surface that retains the original brilliancy of inks and water colors!

Write for SAMPLES
Try this wonderful paper yourself! Write today for sample sheets and further information.

All Carew Drawing papers made by the Carew Mfg. Co., South Hadley Falls, Mass., Makers of OLD HAMPSHIRE BOND.

CAREW 1848 Artist Board
Impregnable against hard scrubbing and rubbing. Unfinished edges on four sides... plate and vellum finishes... single to 5-ply pasted—a quality paper in every respect!

CAREW MANUFACTURING COMPANY
SOUTH HADLEY FALLS, MASS.

ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
A practical course (Home Study) by mail only
Prepares Architects and Draftsmen for structural portion of STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS
For many this is the most difficult section of the examination. Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. Successfully conducted for past three years. Our complete Structural Engineering course well known for twenty-three years. Literature without obligation—write TODAY.

WILSON ENGINEERING CORPORATION
College House Offices
Harvard Square
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS, U.S.A.

SPRING BACK BINDERS
FOR PENCIL POINTS
Two-inch $2.00 Capacity

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION
330 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

PERMO DRY POINT ETCHING KIT
HERE'S WHAT YOU GET FOR ONLY $12.50
An etching and dry point press, made with one piece cold rolled steel rollers, traveling bed and vice-type handle. The sturdy frame is of clear maple, stained and finished in a rich walnut brown. Rollers are 4 1/2" long between the frame, and the traveling bed 4 1/2" by 8"—Permo Dry Point Needle (comparable to any diamond needle)—Permo Burnisher—Permo Scraper—Tube of Permo Black Ink—Tube of Permo Plate Polish—12 Sheets 4 1/2"x6" Etching and Blotting Paper—2—2"x3" Copper Plates and 2—3"x4" Celluloid Plates—Complete Simplified Instruction Book with Every Kit.

Send Cash with Order or We'll Ship C. O. D.
Prints are gone forever!  

Blue prints have never made satisfactory reproductions of plans. They are hard to read and to check. Detail is likely to be confused. They are not attractive to clients. And now you no longer have to use them—for today you can have Bruning Black and White Prints.

BW prints are true black-line prints with white backgrounds. They make everything in the plan instantly clear, eliminating misunderstanding by clients. They are far more useful; they can be colored with standard pigments. Made directly from your tracings, without the use of a negative, they are produced in even less time than blue prints.

If your blue printer is not equipped to make BW Prints, write us for the name of a BW dealer in your city.

BRUNING

—Leading the field today in sensitized papers, reproduction processes, drawing material and drafting room equipment.

Charles Bruning Co., Inc.
102 Reade Street, New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me your FREE illustrated booklet, "Prints for Today"

Name________________________
Company______________________
Address_______________________
City___________________________State_____

New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • Newark • St. Louis
Pittsburgh • Los Angeles • San Francisco • Milwaukee

BEAUTIFULLY finished, having the right degree of flexibility, with a point for every type of artistry. The name Gillott represents over 100 years of leadership in steel pen manufacturing.

For sale at leading stationery and artists' supply stores. Or the above group will be sent to you on receipt of 25c in stamps.

ALFRED FIELD & CO., Inc.
93 Chambers Street New York, N. Y.

WHATMAN Drawing Papers possess that surface, texture and almost unlimited resistance to erasure and scrubbing to make their use not only a delight but an economy as well.

Sample book on request

H. REEVE ANGEL & CO., Inc.
7-11 Spruce Street New York, N. Y.

J WHATMAN Genuine Hand-Made Drawing Papers
HE'LL BE BESIDE YOU ... AT YOUR BOARD

READY TO HELP YOU PLAN LAUNDRY LAYOUTS

He's the American Laundry Advisor. He has had the privilege of working with many architects. On modernization plans—on specifications for built-in laundry departments. He knows modern laundry practice. He can help you with floor plans—with power and water problems—suggest equipment—save your time and make your client's money go farther. He will welcome an opportunity to work with you, and his confidential services will not obligate you in any way.

THE AMERICAN LAUNDRY MACHINERY COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

ANOTHER KOH-I-NOOR PRODUCT

DESCRIPTED BY A. L. GUPTIL

THE KOH-I-NOOR POLYCOLOR CRAYONS (N° 1600)

There are colored crayons and colored crayons, but there is a make of highest quality, adaptable to the most exacting demands of either novice or adept. Designers, artists, architects, etc., find them well-nigh indispensable. They can be used for work in fine or broad line, or in mass shading. Used with a solvent such as gasoline, they produce wash effects. They come in single colors or in several selected assortments. The colors blend harmoniously.
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AN APPLICATION

KOH-I-NOOR PENCIL CO., INC.
373 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK N. Y.
THE HARD WAY

License to Hunt
FOR FACTS

No. 323\%3

Know all ye men by these presents that the holder of this license is entitled to hunt, pursue, seek, stalk, capture or otherwise acquire needed facts for use in making working drawings. This licensee is privileged to search through old magazines, books, papers, textbooks, until he becomes black in the face, broken in spirit, dirty, tired, out of patience, frustrated, nervous, and ends up with a to-bell-with-it complex. Upon failure of this usual method, the licensee may use a ouija board, crystal ball, astrology, phrenology, or palm reading.

This license is automatically revoked when the holder purchases, begs, steals, or otherwise becomes the possessor of a complete Data Sheet Library which renders hysterical hunting unnecessary by putting thousands of needed FACTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS!

Willie [Signature]
Crystal Gazer

Aman [Signature]
Swami
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THE QUICK WAY

$6.50 to Eliminate Wasted Time

The Data Sheets have changed frantic hunting for facts into a sane, simple and easy process. For only $6.50 you can have the complete Data Sheet Library—up to date in 4 quality covers, all contained in a permanent desk box. The 4 loose-leaf binders of comparable quality would cost $4 to $5 alone if purchased at usual retail prices.

The handy 4-volume loose-leaf library, illustrated above, contains 216 Data Sheets—crammed with valuable and time-saving information. They provide the answers to a multitude of recurring questions. No need to charge your mind with a thousand unrelated facts—turn to your Data Sheet Notebook.

In no other reference work do you find the same combination of convenient size, succinct presentation and flexibility, that you get in Don Graf's original PENCIL POINTS Data Sheets.

Unique Data Sheet Advantages

The convenient size of the Data Sheets was adopted to save space on your drafting table. The Data Sheet Notebook, when open, covers only a third as much valuable working space as an 8½" x 11" book.

The Data Sheets are succinct. We do not think the architect has the time or the desire to become a technician in all branches of the art of building. So the Data Sheets are brief, telegraphic, easy to understand and quick to use.

The Data Sheet system is flexible. Standard punchings make it possible to add your own notes. The loose-leaf feature allows the removal of sheets to be traced or to be used for reference.

Architects!

Your drafting room will be more efficient if your employees do not have to waste time hunting for facts they need on drawings. Send for an office set of Data Sheets today.

Draftsmen!

Do you make yourself more valuable and efficient to your organization by using the Data Sheet Library? Ownership of the Data Sheets is becoming the badge of the efficient workman. Fill out the coupon below, now.

132 Data Sheets Free!

Many prominent manufacturers have had their products data-ized. These manufacturers' Data Sheets describe basic principles in typical Don Graf de-bunked style—they contain none of the usual sales talk. They are identical in format and method of presentation with the PENCIL POINTS series. They are indexed to fit into the filing plan of the Data Sheet Notebook.

Do not write to Pencil Points for these free manufacturers' Data Sheets; these sets are available only from the companies who have issued them. All you have to do to obtain these free sets is to send a post card or your letterhead to the individual manufacturers and say, "Please send me your PENCIL POINTS Data Sheets." A list giving the names and addresses of these companies will be gladly furnished by PENCIL POINTS on request.

Watch the advertising pages of future issues of PENCIL POINTS for other free, new sets which are now in preparation.

USE THIS COUPON

PENCIL POINTS
330 West 42nd St., New York City

I want to tear up my Hunting License, so here is $6.50 for the Don Graf PENCIL POINTS Data Sheet Library.

Name
Address
City .................................. State ..................................

☐ Architect  ☐ Draftsman or
NEW PRODUCTS
Changes in Personnel, etc.

METAL-LITE AWNINGS
A fundamentally different kind of awning—the Bruns Metal-Lite Awning—has been placed on the market by Bruns Metal-Lite Awnings, Inc., 52 Ralph Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. It is a practical, permanent, all-metal, adjustable awning that is especially suitable for apartments, office buildings, hotels, homes and public buildings. Made of Anaconda copper and aluminum, Metal-Lite awnings are easy and safe to operate. The awning raises or lowers, adjusts and locks itself into any desired position by a crank. There are no pulleys or ropes. The louvers fold and nest into each other so that when the awning is completely raised the awning extends only a few inches from the top of the window. The patented construction of Metal-Lite awnings eliminates the loss of any light from a window, even when the awning is completely lowered. Strong sunlight is diffused into the room through reflection on the louvers. Buildings with south, east or west exposures can equalize the light on these sides to a north light. Metal-Lite offers at all times complete privacy from within and a clear view to the street from the inside of a room with the awning in any position.

It is impossible for heat pockets to form behind Metal-Lite awnings as their construction causes the air to circulate around and between the sections, obtaining at all times the maximum of ventilation. They permit a perfect flow of wind or air directly through them and they will survive wind and storm at any building height.

CELOTTEX ANNOUNCES LAMINATED SHEATHING AND STIFF-LATH
The Celotex Corporation, Chicago, announces two new products that have just been put into production. One is new laminated waterproofed 1" Insulating Sheathing, surfaced two sides to 21/32—the same thickness as standard wood sheathing. The other is a new insulating Stiff-Lath which in appearance is much the same as the company has been marketing for some time, but is much more rigid, being made by a new manufacturing process.

The new sheathing, being the same thickness as standard wood sheathing, fits in perfectly on the job. The laminations add greatly to the rigidity, making the handling of large boards easier and the bracing strength of the material much greater.

During the manufacture of Celotex waterproofed insulating sheathing all the fibres are waterproofed with a chemical treatment in solution. The new sheathing is then surface treated as a final operation in its manufacture in order to further its water resisting properties.

By using the new 1 in. (S2" to 25/32) laminated, waterproofed insulating sheathing 50% more insulating value is obtained for only 25% more cost compared to ½-in. sheathing.

Stiff-Lath provides a stronger, more firm plaster base without the addition of any supplementary gadgets, which may interfere with troweling and slow up the work of the plasterers. The wide open beveled edge on the Celotex patented ship-lap joint receives the scratch coat willingly and provides a bond between the Celotex and gypsum plaster of uniform strength on all sides of the lath, and a flat plaster base which should facilitate the making of smooth, flat plastered walls.

MASTIC ARMOFLOR
A new floor covering consisting of a calendered mastic mix on a backing of tough saturated felt is announced by the Armstrong Cork Products Co., Lancaster, Pa. This new product, which will be known as Armstrong’s Mastic Armoflor, has been developed especially to meet the demand for a floor for low class commercial and industrial areas where reasonable durability and low cost are of first importance.

An outstanding advantage of Mastic Armoflor is that it can be installed on grade level concrete floors in direct contact with the ground, except where an excessive moisture condition exists. On such installations the new floor is to be applied with Armstrong’s mastic cement.

Armstrong’s Mastic Armoflor is available in four colors—red, green, black, and brown—and is supplied in rolls 36 in. wide.

MURAL-TONE POSITIVE COLORS
Announcement is made by The Muralo Co., Inc., Staten Island, N. Y., of the introduction of the Mural-tone line of positive colors suitable for tinting, decorating and sketching.

These finely ground, concentrated colors in casein vehicle have been especially developed for tinting regular Mural-tone white and other casein-vehicle paste paints used for decorating walls, ceilings and other interior surfaces.

Mural-tone positive colors may also be used full strength, alone or intermixed with one another, for use where strong, brilliant color effects are desired for artistic color treatments.

THE TRANE COMPANY ENLARGES PLANTS
The Trane Company, La Crosse, Wis., manufacturers of heating and air conditioning equipment, is starting immediately on an addition to one of their plants which will give an increase of 20,000 sq. ft. of floor space and allow for the expansion of manufacturing in business that the firm has experienced during the past year.

Julius Kahn, who has been president since his founding of Truscon Steel Corporation 33 years ago, has resigned his position to become vice president in charge of product development of Republic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio.

Forrest H. Ramage has been promoted from assistant manager of the advertising and sales promotion division to sales promotion manager and will work in conjunction with the new product development division.

Stanley A. Knisely, formerly manager of the advertising and sales promotion division, has been named director of advertising with direct supervision of all advertising of the corporation and its subsidiaries. Chester W. Ruth has been made assistant director of advertising.
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PITTCO Store Front Products impose very few limitations upon the architect's imagination. When you design an original, attractive and distinctive store front, you can be pretty certain that Pittco Store Front Products will enable you to build it exactly as designed. For these glass and paint products combine beauty with utility so well... they are so versatile, so readily adaptable to different handlings and combinations... that they really enlarge the scope of possibilities for store front design.

Undoubtedly, many merchants and property owners in your community will be taking advantage of the Pittsburgh Time Payment Plan (which includes provision for an architect's fee) to remodel with new Pittco Store Fronts. When you are retained on projects of this nature, design your fronts with Pittco Store Front Products in mind. You'll find them thoroughly satisfactory in every way, not only to you but to your clients.

Each month, our staff of store front experts, maintained to cooperate with architects on problems of construction and product application, prepare a style suggestion on some type of front. Clip the coupon below... now... and have your name entered on our architect's list to receive our "Design of the Month" service.

PITTCO STORE FRONTS

BY UTILIZING Pittco Store Front Products, architects and designers gain new freedom in store front design. These pictures show how Patriarca Store Fixtures, Inc., transformed a store in Boston, Mass., by designing and installing an attractive and effective Pittco Store Front. For perfect execution of the store fronts you design, specify Pittco Store Front Products.

PITTSBURGH MIRRORS

CARRARA STRUCTURAL GLASS

PITTSBURGH PAINT PRODUCTS

POLISHED PLATE GLASS

TAPESTRY GLASS

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
Summertime in Chicago...

Overlooking Lake Michigan, the great inland ocean—away from disturbing street noises—The Stevens offers you Chicago's finest hotel location—in the very center of things—on famous Michigan Boulevard.

We're old-fashioned at The Stevens, that is, when it comes to cheerful hospitality—but new in spirit. A friendly staff of employees interested in your comfort will make you enjoy every minute of your visit.

You'll be amazed at the many distinctive Stevens features at rates as low as two-fifty for one—four dollars for two.
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EVEN A DUST STORM CAN'T GET THROUGH

After Emporia and other Kansas towns "bit the dust" in one of the worst sand storms in history, a number of people whose homes were equipped with Silentite Windows were asked to report their experiences.

One home owner (James Pageras) said, "I do not think we had any more dust in our house than one would have with ordinary windows on an ordinary day."

"Silentite Windows stood the test satisfactorily," said Leo Brinkman of Emporia. "While a little dust got into the house, it was of no consequence and certainly not the fault of our Silentite Windows."

Still another owner wrote us, "During the very severe dust storms, my home was almost free from dust and dirt. If I were to build another home, I would have no other kind of windows . . ."—Mrs. J. R. Harvey.

Dust storms, of course, do not plague the entire country, yet they are a serious problem in many states. In designing a new building, or remodeling an old one, there are always some elements you want to keep in the structure or out of it. Smoke and dirt are not confined to the dust storm area. Cold and drafts are almost universal. Heating economy is appreciated everywhere.

Windows that can battle a suffocating Kansas dust storm are well worthy of consideration anywhere else, especially when in beauty, ease of installation, and operation, and simple adaptability to any type of wall, they have so many other architectural advantages. If you are not familiar with this new Curtis window, write us for particulars.

CURTIS COMPANIES SERVICE BUREAU, DEPT. 406, CURTIS BUILDING, CLINTON, IOWA

Head Weather Stripping
Silb Weather Stripping
Here's how the bottom of the Silentite sash and sill look in cross-section. Note how the two weather strips fit together to shut out all drafts. This construction is found only in Silentite Windows.

Pre-Fitted at Factory
Vertical Weather Stripping
The heavy black line indicates the usual amount of clearance between the sash and frame, giving ample latitude for swelling without binding. Silentite always works easily because the sash slides in smooth metal slides. No sticking or rattling.

Dra'matic cross-section of Silentite Window, showing double contact copper-bronze weather stripping, a patented construction which provides double protection against infiltration of air, dirt, dust.
STURTEVANT has Air Washers in capacities for every need...in types for every public building, commercial or industrial use. Sturtevant makes available one central source of supply for air washers, fans, motors, control, heating and cooling coils. Take advantage of this convenience. It is time-saving...and it assures undivided responsibility.

Photo shows Sturtevant Air Washer installed in new addition to building of Associated Screen News Limited, subsidiary of Canadian Pacific Railway Co. Capacity of unit...10,000 c.f.m. at 1/2 static.


STURTEVANT
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

SPECIALISTS IN AIR ENGINEERING FOR OVER 75 YEARS
WHEN you specify portland-cement-and-lime for mortar, you have no assurance that the proportions of your specifications will be accurately followed unless your superintendent is constantly at the mortar box... The proportion of lime may be increased for the sake of plasticity or the mix may be oversanded. In either case the strength of the mortar is impaired.

The use of Brixment, however, is your assurance that all mortar will be uniform in strength and color and that specifications will be accurately followed. If oversanded, Brixment mortar works short and, since there is no lime in the mix, the necessary plasticity can be secured only by using the proper amount of Brixment. The proper mix is one part Brixment, three parts sand — an ideal mortar for all masonry. Louisville Cement Company, Incorporated, Louisville, Kentucky. **
In 1890 the builders of the original Waldorf-Astoria chose Steelcrete Metal Lath as the plaster base for its walls and ceilings which were to hold perfect through so many years its famous decorations ... For the Waldorf of today Steelcrete Lath was again the choice ... this time the modern Bar-X-Lath with its twin welded bars which reinforce the sheet ... the most efficient and also the most popular lath which this company has produced in all its long history.

Also in the new Waldorf Steelcrete Corner Bead, Base Screed and Tie Wire were used. Steelcrete plastering bases and accessories meet the requirements of the whole job, insure excellence of workmanship, economy and long satisfactory service.

THE CONSOLIDATED EXPANDED METAL COMPANIES
WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA